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Abstract
Hoover, Megan Lane. M.Arch. The University of Memphis.
May 2015. Redefining the Process: Overcoming Architectural
Nihiliphobia and Inspiring the Creation of Place. Major Professor:
Jennifer L. Barker.
As the architecture student begins the journey of architectural
education, elements of architecture are dissected for the sake of
study and analysis: form becomes an aesthetic representation
of building as object, material is conceived of conceptually, light
is thought of as aesthetic element, and the architect becomes
an autonomous designer of space. However, the users that
move through these spaces daily have a different interaction:
they feel materials, have a connection to the elements of light,
time, volume, and are also designers within spaces. These
human interactions with space are vital elements of the human
experience and identity. A study of the architect’s role within the
process is described in the design of a new rape crisis center for
Memphis, serving a population that is underrepresented, both in
society and in place.

Fig. 1 Entry of Proposed Rape Crisis Center
The view of the entry approach from the west shows community, hope, and promise for healing.
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Preface

Design Philosophy
The objects we perceive have no message for
us, they are simply there. Our perceptive faculties
grow quiet, unprejudiced and unacquisitive.
They reach beyond signs and symbols, they are
open, empty. It is as if we could see something
on which we cannot focus our consciousness.
Here, in this perceptual vacuum, a memory may
surface, a memory which seems to issue from
the depths of time. Now, our observation of the
object embraces a presentiment of the world in all
its wholeness, because there is nothing that can
be understood. There is a power in the ordinary
things of every life.1
The places we create are images of us. But we must make them
and inject meaning in them. Without us, our places mean nothing.
People and architecture have a distinct relationship. Architecture
gives us protection and solitude; yet it presents us with a powerful
opportunity to create connection: connection to community,
culture, history, the environment, our past, present, and future.
Architecture allows us to connect who we are with who we can
be as a society; it connects us with a symbol of who we are on a
macro and micro scale; it is part of our identity, a connection to
our physical self and our spiritual self.
But this connection is only made when we are invested and
inspired. If there is no value and no motivation, we are unable
to create a place. Architecture is the catalyst for this inspiration.
Architecture sets the stage for the activities of our lives; it creates
the setting for our everyday lives, and in this lies the beauty of our
existence, and our connection with Architecture.

Fig. 2 The Bruder Klaus Chapel
The Bruder Klaus Chapel is an example of architecture without message, but a feeling of place.

xii

Our lives are dependent on a collection of symbiotic relationships.
This is the type of mutualistic relationship that exists between
architecture and people. As much as architecture can influence
a person, a person can equally influence the architecture. An
understanding of the connection of the system of relationships
that exists between the architect, the architecture, and the
people is a vital achievement in restoring our place. We define
places, and places define us.
1. Zumthor,Thinking Architecture,17.
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Section 1

Introduction
Manifesto
I have many fears.
The fear of snakes.
The fear of darkness.
The fear of the open sea.
The fear of heights, or more specifically,
The fear of falling.
The fear of flying,
The fear of failing.
But of all my fears one stands out in sharp relief.
The fear of creating nothingness.
Not of never creating anything, but of never creating anything of value;
of creating something that moves into the realm of insignificance to
individuals, groups, society, culture. Something so far removed and
disconnected from the people that it would waste their energy to even
carry it with them in a memory.
A sort of Architectural Nihilophobia.
These fears listed above are typically classified as “irrational” and have a
series of cognitive and behavioral exercises. But Architectural Nihilophobia
does not exist within the realm of psychology, and therefore has no tenstep cure or therapy to ease the symptoms.
I am searching for relief.
Because as an architect, creating places of significance is, in the simplest
terms, my public service, my obligation to the profession, my talents and
abilities put to their best use, and in the most complex terms, my passion.
Fig. 3 We Are Still Here
Graffiti in the abandoned Tennessee Brewery is a remnant of people throughout time.
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And the relief relies on three objectives:
1

1. Reconnect

2. Reconstruct

3. Redefine

It is a problem of creation, and equally one of perception.

It is a problem of our collective idea of a life well-lived.

We interact with our built environment constantly. In fact, so incessantly
that we blindly move through it, unaware of the impact it is having on
our psyche, on our physical and mental well-being. Many things fight
for our attention, and our environment blends into the background. We
are consciously disconnected from our places, yet sub-consciously
perpetually connected.

Picture the “American Dream:”
the family with a mother, a father, 2.5 children, a dog, a cat, a two-story
house in the suburbs. The perfect middle-class family. The dream of the
white picket fence. A remnant of the 1950s American heyday.

Architecture seems to have many purposes:
Design buildings, spaces, objects; create inhabitable works of art; design
for form follows function, or function follows form, or spaces with an
organic nature.

Now, picture the feasibility of everyone fitting into this dream. The feasibility
for our communities, for our cities, for our infrastructure, for our buildings,
for our resources, for our places, and for our individuals.

Yet many of those disregard the idea of creating places for people. Places
that are complete in design and complete in the way they inspire others
to create their place within.

We know the relief of walking through the door of our home after a long,
hard day.
We know the familiarity of walking into our favorite coffee shop.
We know the excitement of the bleachers shaking in the stadium when
our team scores the winning point.
We know the spirit of sitting in silence with a single band of light in an
otherwise dark room.
We create these places, and try to inject them with a sincere attempt
at a design of place. But the greatest realization of the architect is that
the connection of people, and a connection of people and architecture,
create a place.
Without this connection, the architect has created nothingness.
This is a connection to the people, to the community, to the larger idea
for the society, to the collective identity of a people. This goes deeper
than history or style, deeper than materials or budget, deeper than the
surrounding context or political environment.
It is about the everyday lives of the people that live there, the beauty in
the ordinary, and the desire to make it extraordinary.

It is flawed, yet it remains as the benchmark of a well-lived and prosperous
life; the benchmark of success.

It is a problem of defining our purpose and of the purpose of architecture.

To be human is to live in a world that is filled with significant
places: to be human is to have and to know your place.
The philosopher Martin Heidegger declared that ‘“place”
places man in such a way that reveals the external bonds
of his existence and at the same time the depths of his
freedom and reality.’ It is a profound and complex aspect
of man’s experience of the world.1

I am arguing for a reconstruction of this dream. To reconstruct is to rebuild
or create anew something that has failed or fallen. In reconstructing our
idea of achievement, we allow the contingency inherent in the 7 billion
people on earth, and include them in our idea of success, allowing our
architecture to adapt to those people and their ability to change, grow,
and break the mold of what we have defined as a place. A collective
reconstruction.

This is invaluable in defining architecture as a vital aspect of identity,
and allowing architecture to be a part of an individual, and a societal,
communal, collective existence.

It is about realizing our time, understanding our people, and allowing for
contingencies.

The architect is the facilitator of this journey of creating an identity or a
sense of place. In this we are public servants.
And we are also experts in making good design of these places and this
identity. It is not about forcing ideas or simply appeasing the client, but
about creating design for all aspects of our lives: the good, the bad, and
the in-between.
So within Architectural Nihiliphobia, lies the fear of an ultimate failure of
creating better, inspiring places for people. Architects are faced with a
lifelong struggle of trying to “get it right.” But in this struggle we can begin
to understand people, places, and relationships, and find meaning in
Architecture.
1. Relph, “Excerpts from Place and Placelessness,” 373.
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Redefining the Process
I cannot change the world with this thesis, and with this thought in
mind, this project is not the end of my education, nor the simple
culmination of my thoughts over the past four years. This is really
another beginning, a process of collecting new information that I
will need to affect change in the future. This new phase begins with
an understanding of how to overcome Architectural Nihiliphobia.
It is understanding how people define meaning in their place, and
discovering and understanding the architect’s role in using this
meaning to infuse the spaces we create with the spirit of the people
who eventually will create the place.

Fig. 4 A Vibrant Place
Seattle’s Pike Place Market is representative of a vibrant, organic place.
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Overview of Context
Recognizing a responsibility to the user is the starting point in
choosing the client and building type. In this project, there is an
interest in realizing the importance of providing a voice within a
place for those who are generally not considered in the design of
space. Disadvantaged and disenfranchised populations exist in our
reality constantly, and the scope of our clients and users must be
more inclusive. This thesis will be explored through an architectural
experience of a rape crisis center for Memphis, Tennessee and
the surrounding area. In understanding the survivors of rape and
sexual abuse, it is imperative that the center positively inspire and
encourage placemaking for a population that has lost its voice and
place in our society. The South Main District, an area that is still
moving through a healing process, proves to be a beneficial and
effective location in providing a voice through place.

Fig. 5 South Main Character
The materials within the South Main District show weathering, life, and decay over time.
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Section 2

Research and Context
Theoretical Perspective

The process of becoming an architect: the architecture student enters
design school as an everyday participant within society, moving through
and experiencing space, life, time as a very realistic part of who that
student is as a conscious individual. Yet, as she makes her way through
design school and out into the design world, that average participant in
society has learned to remove herself so far from those conditions of who
she is, and examine them as singular, separate aspects of life for the sake
of the design process, that those very real aspects of life are lost in the
collective design and experience of the built environment.1 Because of
this, many architects have lost the ability to create and understand place.
For a group of people who create the built environment—an element
with a distinct, yet often misunderstood relationship to those who dwell,2
this dismantling of the distinct human experience of the world in order to
understand building, form, space, and the process for designing with and
within those principles must be rebuilt in order to create Architecture. This
argument is inspired by the work of Jeremy Till in Architecture Depends,
as his work makes clear the impact of the role of the architect in creating
place. It is made evident in his work that there is a distinct purpose within
the profession, and society as a whole, to order and control components,
circumstances, experiences, and actions that are impossible to command.
In this illusion of command, the architect relinquishes the knowledge of
what it means for the user to create meaning in a place.3

Responsibility to the Other
Although it is often easier to continue on the path of abstraction, because
as will be seen, the understanding of the relationship of people to place
is inherently complex, disorganized, and contingent, the architect has
a social responsibility within the larger society and context of human
interaction with the built environment.4 Architects have a knowledge of
space, of the collective human interaction, of the human relationship with
the world, which at some point in design school is separated, rethought
and re-taught for the sake of understanding those aspects in detail. From
this, the architect begins to look at the world through a different lens.
Fig. 6 Architecture of Contingency
According to Till, the absurdity of a bear in a costume in a Mies van der Rohe building displays the contingency present
both within the space and within architecture.

8

1. Till, Architecture Depends.
2. Heidegger, Poetry, Language, Thought.
3. Till, Architecture Depends.
4. Ibid.
9

Yet, there is value in that experience of the world before the knowledge
of design, and the architect must now synthesize those understandings.
The architect, as a social servant, now has a responsibility to the user
because “the key ethical responsibility of the architect lies not in the
refinement of the object as static visual product, but as contributor to
the creation of empowering spatial, and hence social, relationships in the
name of others.”5
Because of this responsibility to the user, to “the other,” the architect now
has the responsibility to design within an understanding of the human
experience. This path of design is not linear,6 and there must be an
understanding that the relationship of the components of this Architecture
are interconnected within a web of contingent responses from the human’s
conscious mind, sentient, physical body, needs, feelings, emotions, and
memories happening at once. Each theme overlaps into the others, and
all are present in a true and complete understanding of place.

Philosophical Base
Part of the exploration of this thesis focuses on the mitigation of
Architectural Nihiliphobia, as described in the preceding Manifesto. To
understand the idea that nothingness and lack of meaning could exist,
there is a necessity to understand the way in which the following creation
of meaning is posited through existentialism.
Existentialism may be defined as “the philosophical theory which holds
that a further set of categories, governed by the norm of authenticity,
is necessary to grasp human existence.”7 In other words, Existentialists
believe that the individual gives meaning to life; that each person perceives
from the environment and projects meaning on that environment. The
study of Existentialism moves away from an objective science and a
truth in meaning. Additionally, the Existentialists make a break from “the
dualist who holds that human beings are composed of independent
substances—‘mind’ and ‘body.’”8 There is more to understanding human
beings than the pure scientific approach (biology, psychology), or the
typical philosophical approach—humans essentially give meaning and do
not receive meaning solely from religion, culture, or some other external
force.9

10

If one looks through both lenses of Existentialism and Pluralism in terms of
architecture and placemaking, one can say that because each individual is
giving meaning to place, there exist infinite meanings in place. In this view,
individuals and groups of individuals are encouraged, through physical
cues in a space, to provide the meaning in place; each person has the
responsibility to give meaning to places that are important to them, that
they value as part of their identity.11 “More recent writing on [creating
meaning in sacred spaces] is much more sensitive to the plurality of
meanings given to particular places by those who relate to them. Places
in general, whether sacred or not, do not have a single ‘given’ meaning
but are interpreted quite differently by distinct groups of people.”12 At any
point each self-identified place can have any number of meanings, and
value has the ability to be continually created within a place long after the
architect has left the process of creating the building.

Contingency

Facing Contingency
Based on this understanding that meaning is given by the subject, and
because of a pluralistic belief of human values, thoughts, and beliefs,
there must be a realization of the presence of contingency, both in that
of the human experience, and also in the implementation of Architecture.
There is no single view, and the resulting view is dependent on a number
of stimuli.
Contingency is “depending on something else that might or might not
happen”13 or “quite simply, the fact that things could be otherwise than
they are.”14 As a synthesis, the definition of contingency has come to
be understood as the acceptance of the subjective human existence,15
where subjective is defined as “belonging to the thinking subject rather
than the object of thought.”16
Before one can understand contingency and its position in Architecture,
one must first understand the user’s contingent nature. Everything that
people think, do, believe, learn, or experience is directly influenced by the
environment, thoughts, and actions positioned immediately before them.
Several studies within behavioral psychology and cognitive psychology
look to the presence of contingency.

Within the belief of an Existential existence is also a pluralistic approach
to understanding. Pluralism stems from a belief that “there is more than
one correct logic.”10 According to this logic, there is no one correct truth,
and there exist at any time infinite truths and beliefs.

In behavioral science, psychological contingency studies explain
the variable nature of human action and reaction. As a part of this
understanding in psychology, “contingency theory proposes that for

5. Till, Architecture Depends, 178.
6. Ibid.
7. Crowell, “Existentialism.”
8. Ibid.
9. Ibid.
10. Russell, “Logical Pluralism.”

11. Hill, Actions of Architecture.
12. Sheldrake, Spaces for the Sacred, 5.
13. Merriam Webster, “Contingent.”
14. Till, Architecture Depends, 45.
15. Ibid.
16. Dictionary.com, “Subjective.”

learning to take place, a stimulus must provide the subject information
about the likelihood that certain events will occur.”17 In addition, “the
pairing of a conditioned stimulus and unconditioned stimulus does not
always produce learning,” and it is necessary for the conditioned stimulus
“to signify a contingency.”18 Supporting this theory, learned helplessness
“results from situations in which no perceived connection (contingency)
exists between a response and reinforcer, suggesting to an individual that
responses and outcomes are unrelated.”19 Behavioral contingency states
that there is a “possibility that there may or may not be a relationship
between an individual’s specific response and the frequency and
regularity by which that response has been reinforced.”20 Psychologists
also note the contingencies in self-esteem and self-worth. William James,
noted psychologist and philosopher “suggested that self-esteem is both
a stable trait and an unstable trait; momentary feelings of self-esteem
fluctuate around a person’s typical or trait level in response to good and
bad events.”21
In contingency theory, behavioral contingency, learned helplessness,
and contingent self-esteem, it is apparent that people carry a variety of
actions, thoughts, and emotions that depend greatly on an even larger
number of external and internal forces all acting at the same time. It is
often difficult to pinpoint certain actions or thoughts because they are
contingent on something that is very much out of conscious control. This
seems to present a difficult challenge for architects and designers when
contending with the largely varying contingent nature of human behavior.
However, David Canter explains that:
all the things psychologists study vary. People differ in
a variety of ways, the behaviour they produce and the
things they respond to differ also. It is because of the
awareness we all have of this wide range of differences
that some have suggested that the scientific study of
people is not possible. However, by trying to explain these
observable variations and to find principles underlying
them psychologists are putting this suggestion to the test.
Every time a psychologist shows that there is a relationship
between the variation found in one variable and the
variation found in another, he is refuting the suggestion
that people are too wildly different and random in what
they do to allow scientific study.22
Canter explains that while people differ greatly, and at times actions seem
random, psychologists look to identify trends of behavior and action that
tie people together. After all, being human carries certain traits that may
17. Cliffs Notes, “Contingency Theory.”
18. Ibid.
19. Ibid.
20. PsychologyDictionary.org, “What is Behavioral Contingency?,” para. 1.
21. Crocker, Jennifer, Knight,Katherine M., “Contingencies of Self-Worth,” 200.
22. Canter, Psychology for Architects, 25.

be somewhat shared among all mankind. Charles Sherover, in his writings
on the human experience of time, notes: “individuality conceived as a
temporal development involves uncertainty, indeterminacy, or contingency.
Individuality is the source of whatever is unpredictable in the world.”23

From Contingency to (False) Stability
A realization of contingency and instability called for a move to eliminate
both; Modernism stemmed from this idea. After the distinct change in
lifestyle of the people during the Industrial Revolution, and even during
the global culture shift after World War I and World War II, architects
under the tenets of Modernism sought to create a balance and a chance
for greater social equity and to provide forms that spoke to the modern
time.24 Architects no longer looked to the past for precedents, but instead
looked to the very machines that were rapidly changing their lives, for
both good and bad. The forms they were creating reflected this change
and exhibited new ways of thinking about their contemporary life.25
While industrialization and the modern era created new building types
(such as train stations and factories) it also created a greater divide between
the wealthy and the poor. Slums filled with impoverished factory workers
permeated large industrial cities, and the focus on material goods was
ever more present in their lives. Leading architects of the time recognized
this, calling for a change in design that focused less on material living
and more on a pure and functional lifestyle: “a major theme of modern
architecture in the early twentieth century would be the reform of the
materialist city, and its replacement by a supposedly more humane and
harmonious order enriched through contact with ‘nature.’”26 This idea of
contact with nature can be seen in Le Corbusier’s idea of the roof garden
and bands of windows, concepts that brought nature directly into the plan
of the house.27 In this understanding of the new modern life, contingency
proved to be an uneasy, dangerous, and messy aspect of life; to move
life from unpredictability and impurity to purity and functionalism would
improve the lives of those affected by the ills of the modern era.
Till explains, through an understanding of Zygmunt Bauman, a social
theorist writing extensively on the effects of Modernism, that “the will to
order arose out of a fear of disorder.”28 There was little order in the spaces
that were seen during the beginning of the modern era; rapid changes
created a disorder, and with this disorder came a fear that caused people
to be vulnerable to an “illusion” that things could be ordered. In this idea of
order came the idea that to move away from disorder in architecture was
23. Sherover, The Human Experience of Time, 432.
24. Curtis, Modern Architecture since 1900.
25. Ibid.
26. Ibid, 23.
27. Le Corbusier, “The Plan of the Modern House,” 249.
28. Till, Architecture Depends, 34.
11

except in architecture, complexity and contradiction
have been acknowledged, from Gödel’s proof of ultimate
inconsistency in mathematics to T.S. Eliot’s analysis
of ‘difficult’ poetry and Joseph Albers’ definition of the
paradoxical quality of painting.39

Fig. 7 Style Comparison
In comparing the shift from Modernism to Post-Modernism, it is apparent that from the early Modernists, through Le Corbusier, to Robert Venturi, each architect is working within the same formal elements of architecture.

to move away from a society of disorder. The Modernists drew a clear
comparison from the purity of the buildings to the purity of society: in
order to rid the society of impurity, places should be ridded of impurity.29
In Adolf Loos’s “Ornament and Crime,” there is a criminalization and
transgression in including ornament (“the impure”) in buildings in a time
that called for a new style: “a person of our times who gives way to the
urge to daub the walls with erotic symbols is a criminal or degenerate.”30
Those who had realized the importance of a lack of ornamentation were
intellectually and culturally more advanced than those who adorned their
buildings.31 For Loos, ornament was criminal, and purity represented a
heightened awareness, intelligence, and recognition of what was most
important.
Years later Le Corbusier called for a complete overhaul of architecture:
“The first thing our artists must do…is to wipe the slate of human society
and human habits clean…after that the first step will be to sketch the
outline of the social system.”32 In this call for purity, Le Corbusier asked
architects and artists to move away from ornament, to move away from
disorder, and move into a creative process that brought order into places,
and thus would bring order into social construct.33 This seems to be a
fairly lofty request and one that has proven to be a false conclusion.
However, as Bauman describes, Le Corbusier is not the inventor of
Modern Architecture; he is “a symptom, not a cause.”34 Both society and
the architect moved together to create this view of purity and worked to
create a more pure society, free from the contingencies that had been
blamed for plaguing the world with injustices and issues for decades.
29.Till, Architecture Depends.
30. Loos, “Ornament and Crime,” 43.
31. Ibid, 42.
32. Till, Architecture Depends, 30.
33. Ibid.
34. Ibid.
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Yet, as Till and Bauman describe, the ridding of contingency is a truly
unrealistic goal: “to achieve order one has to eliminate the other of order,
but the other of order can never be fully erased.”35 For the Modernists’
hopes of ridding society of disorder and chaos to take hold, contingency
would have to be completely eradicated. An undertaking which is
essentially impossible. Contingency and order exist as complementary
forces, constantly acting in each level of collective reality.36 To have and
desire order is to know and understand contingency; they inherently exist
for one another. The sharper the corner, the easier for it to get chipped;
the smoother the surface, the easier to see an imperfection; “the whiter
the wall, the quicker it succumbs to dirt.”37 There is no way to rid life of the
relationship of order and contingency.

Questioning Complexity
As the interpretation of Modernism moved from a desire to improve
society and create social equity into a style of poor representations of
Modern forms and materials, architects began to realize the value of
creating spaces and forms that better responded to disordered life.38 One
of Robert Venturi’s most well-known writings was on the exact subject:
I like complexity and contradiction in architecture.
I do not like the incoherence or arbitrariness of
incompetent architecture nor the precious intricacies of
picturesqueness or expressionism. Instead, I speak of
a complex and contradictory architecture based on the
richness and ambiguity of modern experience, including
that experience which is inherent in art. Everywhere,
35. Bauman as cited in Jeremy Till, “Architecture Depends,” 34.
36. Till, “Architecture Depends,” 34.
37. Ibid.
38. Ibid.

Venturi goes on to explain that architecture is “necessarily complex and
contradictory” in the involvement of the variety of conditions present within
architecture and along any point of the process of creating architecture.40
However, it is not enough for one to “like complexity and contradiction
in architecture;” as Venturi goes on, he says that he is moving forward
in architecture “by embracing contradictions as well as complexity.”41
This process of moving away from the purity present in Modernist ideals,
and looking to an understanding of contingency and complexity as a
fundamental aspect of life was encouraging to the creation of places.
Yet in many ways it stopped short. As Till describes, although Venturi’s
declaration of support for complexity and contradiction was hopeful as a
Postmodern movement toward accepting contingencies, the architecture
produced was simply a reorganization of existing architectural forms and
placements,42 with little consideration for the experience of the human
moving through the created environment (Fig. 7).
While these texts on Post Modernism accepted a level of contingency,
and the architecture generated from these texts looked to create spaces
that were more alive with the spirit of place that had been lost in the
poor representations of Modernism, Postmodernism fell into the same
fate as Modernism, operating as a clumsily conceived style.43 The poorly
recreated elements seen in more traditional buildings, were simply
regurgitated into spaces that seemed to move further away from an
architectural purpose. Postmodernism began to move so far from the
purity of a truthful ideal seen in Modernism, that it stepped into simple,
non-choice types of design for the sake of complexity and contradiction
of space.44

Architectural Choices
However, “contingency asks of us to make choices. The contingent
world is one in which ‘choice becomes destiny.’”45 The architect is thus
charged to make these choices in the creation of space. It is not simply
a denouncement or acceptance of Modernism or Post Modernism, or
declaring that one is a Traditionalist, or that architecture has moved
beyond all of these into a new prospect for society. Instead it “calls for
39. Venturi, “Excerpts from Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture,” 27.
40. Ibid, 27.
41. Venturi, “Excerpts from Complexity and Contradiction in Architecture,” 27.
42. Till, Architecture Depends.
43. Ibid.
44. Ibid.
45. Ibid, 59.

Fig. 8 From Design to Building
A comparison of Steven Holl’s sketches and his finished built product exhibits a missing link in the process of design and
building.

one to have a vision but, at the same time, to be modest and light-footed
enough to allow that vision to be adjusted to the circumstances.”46 There
is a call to not be simply persuaded by style or personal preference, or to
become comfortable in a routine of design, but to constantly look to each
choice for its ability to inspire, and its ability to change.
Like Venturi, architects, such as Steven Holl, have recognized the power
of contingency, yet with a distinctly different approach to architecture
than the Postmodernists. In his discussions on design in an urban
environment, Holl describes the nature of these environments and that
“working with doubt is unavoidable.”47 Architects can never escape it and
every moment of the process is contingent and changing; relationships
among collaborators are complicated; connections on site are complex.
After this discussion of the involved nature of the process and product of
architecture, followed by several examples (Fig. 8) of the rich nature of the
environments, as an architect and participant in the built world, he
cherishes, Holl makes a swift transition into his design and the valuable
features of those spaces.48 There is no mention of the process; others
are unable to understand exactly what about those spaces exhibits an
understanding of the doubt and a realization of contingency. One can
look to his sketches as being alive,49 representing a captivating idea for
the feeling of the space. Yet at many levels, the sketches still represent
46. Ibid, 59.
47. Holl, Urbanisms : Working with Doubt,13.
48. Ibid.
49. Ibid.
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abstract, idealized spaces; they have not been subject to the contingent:
weathering, use, people. As Till states, the problem with the sketch is that
it “fails to represent the fullness of the conditions it is addressing,” and in
the same point, “‘what comes out is not always the same as what goes
in.’”50 The sketch, while still important, only provides part of the story of
the process of the building.

In this theory, Maslow states that, while he believes these needs to be
innate to mankind, “the techniques required to validate the theory do not
exist.”58 Many of his critics have argued that his hierarchy does not take
into account a variety of cultural differences; his hierarchy is based on a
more Western view of the world. Yet, he still argues that each of these
traits, especially the desire for self-actualization, is independent of culture,
and innately biological. Furthermore, noted anthropologist Edward T. Hall
makes the observation that culture is rooted in biology: “In spite of the fact
that cultural systems pattern behavior in radically different ways, they are
deeply rooted in biology and physiology.”59

Stagnant Process
The fact remains that architecture is created and conceived in a very
similar way as it has been throughout many decades. Although the
resulting final product looks different, and the theoretical principles behind
the design are different, the process for its creation and the role of the
architect is essentially the same: “scratch beneath the veneer and one
finds a void, a political and ethical void in which the underlying processes
and their social detachment are left unexamined.”51 The daunting task of
facing these contingencies has been overlooked; it has been considered
in a way that maintains a sense of order and authority for the architectural
practice. If each iteration of Architecture, whether it be an altered
constructed product or theoretical basis, is essentially a modification on
product instead of process, then Architecture has remained stagnant as
a social and political force.52
It has become apparent that contingency has the ability to stall the architect
in her process; it often presents an unsettling amount of uncertainty
within an existing system that represents an amount of firmness and
permanence. The current process is already extremely difficult; creating
Architecture is demanding, challenging, and often painful53 – and a
realization of contingency exacerbates these feelings. An understanding
of creative desire, phenomenological experience, time, and storytelling,
as well as, a recognition of these aspects within the built environment,
provides a framework with which to make decisions and begin to inspire
and create opportunity for users within place. However, each of the
topics being presented is interdependent and necessitates a collective
approach to utilizing them in design. This foundational understanding of
the presence of contingency gives the architect a necessary realization of
the forces present within place; there exists a responsibility to adequately
respond to these forces and other aspects of the collective human
experience.

50. Till, Architecture Depends,111.
51. Ibid, 15.
52. Ibid.
53. Ibid.
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Fig. 9 Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs
Maslow’s original pyramid included only five tiers.

Needs

Human Needs
One elemental aspect of human experience is need – the physical need
for shelter, enclosure, community, safety; the cognitive and spiritual need
for creativity, expression, enlightenment.54 As living beings essentially
trying to survive in the environment, actions, thoughts, and emotions (in
fact, everything humans do) are based on some deeply rooted instinctual
need to survive.55 Actions are contingent on needs. Each need produces
a reaction to the environment that tries to meet this need. Though one
may not be conscious of it, one is always trying to fulfill needs.

Fig. 10 The Amended Hierarchy
The amended pyramid includes eight tiers.

humankind. He notes that humans are motivated by their needs, and as
each of these needs is met, they move onto the next tier of needs. In
his studies he states that “each person’s inner nature is in part unique
to himself and in part species-wide,”56 suggesting that there are shared
traits that are indisputably human.

The noted psychologist, Abraham H. Maslow, in his “Hierarchy of Needs,”
lays out a pyramid of needs (Fig. 9), which are seemingly universal among

Originally, in his studies of human needs and what these needs entail,
Maslow’s pyramidal hierarchy contained at the lowest level progressing
upward: biological and physiological needs, safety needs, social needs,
esteem needs, and self-actualization needs. His original five levels were
added to over time because of a greater understanding of the conscious,
intellectual needs: between esteem needs and self-actualization were
cognitive needs and aesthetic needs, and after self-actualization,
transcendence needs were met. The biological needs focus on food, water,
shelter, etc.; safety needs focus on the desire to feel safe from predators,
the elements, etc.; social needs are the needs to be loved and have
friendship; esteem needs are focused on achievement, independence,
and self-esteem; cognitive needs focus on a desire for knowledge and
meaning; aesthetic needs are focused on the desire for beauty and order;
self-actualization is focused on realizing the human potential, searching
for personal growth, and the ability to create; transcendence is above
self-actualization and focuses on helping others reach self-actualization
(Fig. 10).57

54. Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being.
55. Wilcox, Hierarchy, Human Nature, and the Participative Panacea, 56.

56. Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being, 3.
57. McLeod, “Maslow’s Hierarchy of Needs.”

In Architecture Depends, Till discusses the everyday needs of people.
He clearly and concisely exemplifies contingencies and imperfections
in people and the way they respond in spaces. In a description of Le
Corbusier’s homes in Pessac, he illustrates a home that has been adorned
with curtains, flower boxes, and a variety of other, trivial, everyday “needs”
that had not been addressed by the architect. Architecture grows out of
this idea of needs. As a basic need of survival, buildings serve the need
of shelter. And as this need was met, humans found more needs that
the built environment could fulfill. This is the distinct difference between
Architecture and building: building can simply satisfy the physical need
for shelter, but Architecture looks to something more than just a physical
shelter.

Another critique of Maslow’s theory by Manfred Arthur Max-Neef, a
Chilean economist and environmentalist, states that “the satisfaction
of needs is inter-related, pursued simultaneously, with trade-offs in the
process.”60 This understanding of meeting needs is more of a complex
web of needs, rather than a hierarchy, and it considers that needs are
constantly being met, consciously and unconsciously. Similar critics state
that “some cultures appear to place social needs before any others,”61
and Maslow’s “hierarchy also has difficulty explaining cases such as the
‘starving artist’ in which a person neglects lower needs in pursuit of higher
ones.”62 Taking into account, yet again, variability in human nature, a great
number of inconsistencies are found within Maslow’s theories. In addition
there are inconsistencies in the thought that all needs are biologically
innate and have little to do with culture or personality.
This appears to be unstable ground to base an argument for designing
for a type of “universal needs.” However, little evidence has been found
that argues against the basic understanding of these needs in some form.
While a distinct hierarchy or process for meeting needs has not been
agreed upon, there is agreement as to the nature of those needs. For the
sake of this discussion, an understanding of the needs, and in particular,
the higher level needs (self-actualization and transcendence) will be used
for the subsequent presentation of ideas.

The Need for Creative Space
Through a basic understanding of architecture and architectural
trends, it is apparent that the built environment meets a variety of need
requirements.63 In fact, several needs are in direct relationship to the built
environment. Aspects of shelter, safety, comfort, and protection from the
elements are all satisfied by the built environment.64 So how deep into the
higher level needs should the built environment go?
58. Wilcox, Hierarchy, Human Nature, and the Participative Panacea, 56.
59. Hall, The Hidden Dimension, 3.
60. Bradley, “Designing for a Hierarchy of Needs,” para. 8.
61. Ibid, para. 7.
62. Ibid, para. 6.
63. Laugier, “Excerpts from an Essay on Architecture.”
64. Norburg-Shulz, Genius Loci.
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While a select number of notable architects, such as Holl65 and Kahn,66
look to inspire an understanding of inner spiritual thoughts and speak
to “unconscious and preconscious perception of our own nature, of our
own destiny, or our own capacities, of our own ‘call’ in life,”67 the large
majority of architects that touch the lives of average people on a daily
basis are looking mostly to physiological, safety, and social needs. There
is an intense focus now on creating places, not only for shelter, safety, and
aesthetics, but also on building family and community.68 Yet there seems to
be little focus on fostering a sense of self-worth and creativity, something
that is often deeper within people, and more difficult to draw out. This
need for self-expression, as seen through creative spatial interventions, is
vital for the connection to self-worth and self-actualization.
To believe that architecture is unable to connect with these needs is
an unwillingness to see one of the basic needs that is inherent within
humans, which is the need to create.69 This leads architects to a place
where they, through years of education and study, drawing and modelbuilding, deem themselves the masters of creativity in the environment.
This suggests that non-architects will never reach this spatial creativity,
and for the sake of the architecture profession’s validity,70 should not
reach this level: “‘autonomy is justified,’ argues Magali Saraftti Larson, ‘by
the professional’s claim of possessing a special and superior knowledge,
which should therefore be free of lay evaluation and protected from
inexpert interference.’”71 He believes “this disconnected stasis has
peculiarly negative effects. The world is seen not as a dynamic social
system there to be engaged with, open for transformation, but as static
abstraction, there only to receive mute form.”72 Given this, one begins
to question how architects allow others to connect to a higher creativity
within places if they are autonomous, focused on function, made with a
deep knowledge of design, and absolute.

Phenomenology
Needs and Phenomenology
Maslow’s psychological explorations delve into human nature and a
state of being that gives great insight into the role of the environment in
this connection of self-actualization and built places. In meeting higher
needs one tends to connect to a more realized state of being. For a
complete understanding of this, Maslow looks to the Existentialists and
their thoughts on what it means to exist in the current physical world.
Maslow takes two main points from the Existentialists in looking to his
65. Holl, Pallasmaa, Pérez Gómez, Questions of Perception.
66. Kahn, Essential Texts.
67. Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being, 7.
68. Project for Public Spaces.
69. Rollo May, The Courage to Create.
70. Till, Architecture Depends.
71. Ibid,17.
72. Ibid,14.
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thoughts on self-actualization and being: identity as an absolute of the
human condition, and experience as a foundation of the conscious
understanding of the world.73
The first, he explains, “is a radical stress on the concept of identity and
the experience of identity as a sine qua non of human nature and of any
philosophy or science of human nature.”74 The main thought in this first
point is that every person has an identity that is undoubtedly based on
his or her experience up to the current point in life. Each event a person
experiences carries a memory in that person’s conscious or unconscious
identity. Within this idea, memories, thoughts, and actions take place
within an experienced environment, which is interrelated in these thoughts,
feelings, and actions. Each person carries an identity—that is a constant.
The second is that “[self-actualization] lays great stress on starting from
experiential knowledge rather than from systems of concepts of abstract
categories or a prioris. Existentialism rests on Phenomenology, i.e. it uses
personal, subjective experience as the foundation upon which abstract
knowledge is built.”75 Maslow is pointing out that all of the understanding
from a basic process comes from experiences. One learns from
experiencing the environment, and actions and thoughts, as stated, are
often contingent on this environment and the awareness of it.
There must be both a recognition of the need for self-actualization and
the understanding of the manifestation of that in the physical environment.
Again, speaking about the Existentialists and Phenomenologists, Maslow
states,
they raise also the problems and techniques of integration
of this twofold nature of man, his lower and his higher,
his creatureliness and his god-likeness. On the whole,
most philosophers and religions, Eastern as well as
Western, have dichotomized them, teaching that the
way to become ‘higher’ is to renounce and master ‘the
lower.’ The existentialists, however, teach that both are
simultaneously defining characteristics of human nature
Neither can be repudiated; they can only be integrated.76
Maslow brings together a solution for the spiritual, immaterial nature of
being and the physical being of the human; they must coexist, because
they do within individuals.

73. Maslow, Toward a Psychology of Being.
74. Ibid, 9.
75. Ibid, 9.
76. Ibid,11.

The Phenomenological Experience
Moving into an understanding of, as Maslow stated, “creatureliness,”
one must understand how individuals receive information from their
physical being, namely through senses, and the effect that this aspect of
humanness has on experience of place. As David Harvey states, “We can
never get away from the universal character of our existence as sensory
and natural beings.”77
In his discussion of phenomenology in The Eyes of the Skin, Juhani
Pallasmaa points to the importance of buildings providing a deeper
sensual experience. He notes that while buildings have moved beyond
the way of construction of traditional cultures, societies have lost integral
aspects of those spaces that give a connection to place. In this move
away from a sensual experience, people have become strictly focused
on a purely visual experience and terms describing this hold dominance
in architectural vocabulary: proportion, scale, drawing, image, views,
light, form, etc.78 But this presents an issue as “buildings have turned
into image products detached from existential depth and sincerity.”79 He
puts an importance back on phenomenology as a way for people to truly
re-engage places.
Describing the phenomenology of experience, Zumthor reminisces about
tactily experiencing his aunt’s house: the feeling of the door handle, the
kitchen, his aunt’s garden.80 The value of this memory has little to do with
visual cues of the space, and everything to do with the variety of other
sensory experiences that create the memory. The feelings, the smells,
the sounds; each has a distinct hold on the place that cements it into
the memory (Fig. 11). The realization that these senses hold a power in
place is one of the greatest realizations a designer who desires to create
memory in place can grasp. As Zumthor points out, each architect knows
a time when she was a non-architect, perhaps a time as a child, when
places held a different experience than the abstracted spaces her creativity
now hold. She was a feeling and perceptive person at that time. Yet, as
stated earlier, as the understanding of space design becomes dissected
in order for analysis, the understanding of the memory of places also
becomes dissected and key elements are lost in this process of dividing
and investigating. Haptic, phenomenological response to place is one of
those elements that is often lost.
In order to reconnect phenomenological response, architects must
reengage an awareness of the senses, and, as the anthropologist Ashley
Montagu states, “re-sensualise architecture through a strengthened
sense of materiality and hapticity, texture and weight, density of space
77. Harvey, Spaces of Hope, 208.
78. Pallasmaa, “Excerpts from the Eyes of the Skin.”
79. Ibid,127.
80. Zumthor, Thinking Architecture, 9.

Fig. 11 Zumthor’s Phenomenology
The phenomenological experience of Zumthor’s Steilneset Memorial is represented in various images of the place.

and materialised light.”81 Holl expresses that providing a sensibility for
each of the senses gives a perceptive and “sensitized consciousness”82
that allows one to be consciously aware of his surroundings. It creates a
connection for people to both their being and to the being of place: “the
building speaks through the silence of perceptual phenomena.”83
So, as these phenomenologists state, “the timeless task of architecture
is to create embodied existential metaphors that concretize and structure
man’s being in the world.”84 To do this, one must emphasize the sensual
experience of the human through space: choose rich materials, design
the experience of light, hear movement across space, etc. In doing this,
a richness of experience exists, which allows an individual to grasp the
memory of place.

81. Pallasmaa, Excerpts from the Eyes of the Skin,131.
82. Holl, Pallasmaa, Pérez Gómez. Questions of Perception, 40.
83. Ibid, 41.
84. Ibid, 37.
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Time
Regarding the experience of memory, another distinct, although complex
and often misunderstood, aspect of the human experience of place is
that of time, or more specifically the relationship of “thick time” and its
interconnection to space. There is an intrinsic link between the way one
consciously understands and experiences time and space and the way
in which architects create place.85
A collective perception of time can best be understood through the
definition of “thick time.” Till describes thick time as “a present that
gathers the past and pregnantly holds the future, but not in an easy linear
manner.”86 Thick time is essentially the culmination of every experience of
time one has—past, present, future, imagined—acting simultaneously at
any given moment. At every point in one’s life, he or she is experiencing
thick time, in fact it is the only way one knows the complete experience
of time. Each aspect is both present and non-present at various points
of one’s cognition, and it is the consciousness of it that brings it into the
clarity of thought. Time is a constructed, collective thought, and there is
no universal time.
Till describes thick time utilizing Kant’s epistemological view of space
and time, explaining that “space and time are not properties of objects,
but are conditions of the mind.”87 He then goes on to state, “Space
and Time. Time and Space. Dependently joined and so when artificially
separated always wanting.”88 With this description of time, one finds fault
in an architectural practice of looking singularly to the design of abstract
space in the absence of time. They are inherently joined, and cannot be
separated, despite the amount of control architects try to place on the
separation of the two. In fact Till states that “architectural space, in the
purity of its formal and conceptual genesis, is emptied of all considerations
of time and is seen as a formal and aesthetic object.”89 The banishment
of time in space is further seen in the imaging of architecture: in the coats
of whitewash, perfect digitally generated images, utopian photographs,
sunny days, and only a very few select, perfectly posed people. Eventually
the whitewash becomes dulled and scuffed, the digital images come to
terms with reality, the photographic scene becomes un-choreographed,
the sun makes way for the clouds, and the posed people move on with
their lives. Essentially, life and contingency creep back into space.
Architects work to not only push time away from space, but to defy it
altogether. Through technology of materials, environmental systems, and
various building systems, architects and designers have emphasized not
“that the building should actually defy cyclical time, but that they should
85. Till, “Thick Time.”
86. Ibid, 6.
87. Ibid, 1.
88. Ibid, 2.
89. Ibid, 2.
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look as if they could.”90 Yet, these technologically advanced systems
work to move past the phase of weathering and decay. In fact, many of
the materials and systems make the claim that they resist weathering and
decay altogether;91 so when they become weathered by the passing time,
or move into a state of non-newness, people are disappointed and look
to refurbish them, or find ways to build yet another time-defiant space.92
Till’s description of Kant’s comprehension of time brings forth the
understanding that time and space are not independent, but are in fact,
interdependent, and this relationship is not a property of objects, but
“conditions of the mind.”93 Similarly, for Kant, “time is not a property of
objects, but a form of intuition.”94 If time is a condition of the mind, the
subject brings the understanding of time to the situation, and places
those implications on the object. In this, the understanding of space and
time, their interconnected relationship, and the properties of those are
realized only through the subject, not through an analysis of the object.95

“Creative Development in Time”96
To deny the subject the ownership of these aspects of space and time
is extremely detrimental to the creation of place and one’s comfort in the
world. When architects contradict what humanity inherently knows about
time and space, designers are ultimately refusing a natural process of the
understanding of the world. This applies to both thought and progression
through time and space. As Charles M. Sherover discusses in his book
The Human Experience of Time, “freedom of thought and of expression
are not mere rights to be claimed. They have their roots deep in the
existence of individuals as developing careers in time. Their denial and
abrogation is an application of individuality and a virtual rejection of time
as opportunity.”97 When architects forfeit the human connection of time
for control over the built environment they lose the opportunity present in
the understanding of the space as well as the creation of the place.
Sherover draws a clear connection between the practice of creativity and
the understanding and development of the individual and the implications
this has situated in time:
Art is not the possession of the few who are recognized
writers, painters, musicians; it is the authentic expression
of any and all individuality. Those who have the gift of
creative expression in unusually large measure disclose
the meaning of the individuality of others to those others.
90. Ibid, 3.
91. Markarian, “Advances in Testing Weather Resistance.”
92. Till, Thick Time.
93. Ibid, 2.
94. Ibid, 5.
95. Ibid.
96. Sherover, The Human Experience of Time, 435.
97. Ibid, 434.

In participating in the work of art, they become artists in
their activity. They learn to know and honor individuality
in whatever form it appears. The fountains of creative
activity are discovered and released. The free individuality
which is the source of art is also the final source of creative
development in time.98
Sherover positions this argument as the “final source of creative
development in time;”99 art and the creative process help people place
themselves in the world, in the timeline of history, and in the understanding
of how they relate to people, place, and time. It is an expression of who
they are and how they propose to comprehend the world.

Everyday
This experience of time is also included in a description of “the everyday.”
While seemingly mundane, ordinary, and unimportant, the everyday
holds complete aspects of human experience of the world.100 In his
book, Everyday Life in the Modern World, Henri Lefebvre describes the
importance of the everyday:
As a compendium of seemingly unimportant activities
and of products and exhibits other than natural, everyday
life is more than something that eludes naturals, divine
and human myths. Could it represent a lower sphere
of meaning, a place where creative energy is stored in
readiness for new creations? A place that can be reduced
neither to philosophical subjective definitions nor to
objective representations of classified objects such as
clothing, nourishment, furnishings, etc. because it is
more and other than these? It is not a chasm, a barrier,
or a buffer but a field and a half-way house, a halting
place and a springboard, a moment made of moments
(desires, labours, pleasures – products and achievements
– passivity and creativity – means and ends – etc.), the
dialectical interaction that is the inevitable starting point
for the realization of the possible.101
Within this description there is a full realization that while the everyday
world is experienced every day, an experience of the here and now, it is
also full of potential. Events do not happen in abstracted, glorified images
of time; instead they happen within the everyday. Buildings conceived and
constructed within the everyday, with a consideration for their interaction
for the everyday, are able to find meaning in the everyday lives of the
users. But, as Lefebvre says, the everyday is not simply the objects of
98. Ibid, 435.
99. Ibid, 435.
100. Lefebvre, Everyday Life in the Modern World.
101. Ibid, 14.

everyday lives (clothing), nor the mundane motions of life. Instead, the
everyday holds opportunity and value, as one is constantly positioned
within the everyday.102
While the everyday holds certain connotations (clothing, daily routine,
etc.) that were dismissed by the description from Lefebvre, it also holds
certain meanings for the understanding of architecture positioned within
the everyday. Again, this is not a realization of a Postmodernist image or
symbol as the basis of reconnection to the everyday, as it is not a simple
reconfiguration of the same architectural language used, as discussed
previously.103 Till explains that the recognition of architecture positioned
within the everyday does not “mean collapse into the everyday as a mere
repetition of the architectural dross that is already there. Nor does it mean
a sardonic display of popular motives in the patronizing hope that this will
meet the demands of the everyday populace.”104 There exists power and
value within the everyday; opportunity and inspiration are readily available;
beauty of a natural and current existence; purity in the movements of daily
lives. These themes hold power for architecture.

The Building Timeline
With an understanding of thick time, and with an understanding of Till’s
discussion of time related to the building, space, and place, there is a
new timeline and understanding of experience of time within a building105
that architects must be conscious of: conception in thick time, use,
weathering, entropy, change, and reconstruction. Similar to the previous
process discussed, this process is not linear, but instead each aspect
of the process is acting continuously and simultaneously throughout
a personal understanding of time. Spaces and places are constantly
changing, being used, moving toward equilibrium, weathering, being
imagined and re-imagined.
As discussed, thick time is perhaps the most accurate definition of an
understanding of time that exists and can be described. To understand
that people are constantly involved in a variety of non-universal
constructions of time is valuable for a complete comprehensive building
design. The variety of building materials used and developed today
eagerly tries to defy weathering, use, and, most simply, time. As the
architect recognizes thick time, she recognizes the current moment of
experience, the lingering past, and the imminent future; the experience
of the junction of these is rich with the user’s projection of time, and
the architecture begins to speak to the past, present, and future at
once. This understanding and creation within thick time begins with
the conception and develops with every choice made by the architect.
102. Ibid.
103. Till, Architecture Depends,140.
104. Ibid, 139.
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With each use of the space or building, the space is subject “to the
elemental forces of time (weather, physical decay) but also to the social
forces of time (users, changing function, economic obsolescence).”106 The
use, weathering, and subsequent entropy does not render the architect
helpless in the face of time, but instead strengthens her role as designer,
and broadens the opportunities of the place: “Entropic time is seen not as
an affront, but as a partner in a process of design that continues long after
the architect has left the scene.”107 This view of time is full of opportunities
for both the architect and the user, opportunities to inspire and create
place. Till goes on to explain that architects must move away from the
idea of the building being “finished” and instead must move “toward an
acceptance of what Lars Lerup calls ‘building the unfinished.’”108 That is,
architects must move to an understanding that while the building may be
constructed, it is perpetually moving through time, and in that process is
never complete.
The events of life exist in a space; this is undeniable. Each action is
performed in space, and space and time are interdependent. A physical
image is only able to describe an instant of time; an architectural drawing,
an even smaller instance coupled with a questionable reality: architectural
representations suffer “from the delusion that ‘objective’ knowledge of
‘reality’ can be attained by means of graphic representations.”109

Storytelling

To Tell a Story
To move into a more productive means of representing and portraying
space and time, one must look to the narrative. Every person has a story:
a memory, an experience, a desire for the future. And each person’s story
carries an individuality and at the same time a universality—everyone
is positioned in the world that he or she is constantly perceiving. Till
makes the point that storytelling is powerful and two things happen when
storytelling is used in the process of architecture:
First, the stories arise out of experience of the world, and
thus have a grounding in reality; secondly, the ‘what if?’
allows stories to imagine and to project new spatial visions.
Stories thus become conduits for the temporalization of
architecture, but because of their founding in everyday
experience those futures are not impossibly idealistic.110
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understanding has the potential of not only positioning the building in
reality, but also within the thick time of the listener and within the everyday
of the user.
The power of narrative should not be dismissed; it is compelling in
describing who people are as a collective and who they are as individuals.
Narratives position each individual within the larger collective of the
motion of time; it is the individual representation of who each person is in
time, and therefore who everyone is within space. Sheldrake describes
that “‘without a narrative, a person’s life is merely a random sequence of
unrelated events: birth and health are inscrutable, temporality is a terror
and a burden, and suffering and loss remain mute and unintelligible.’”111
In this description people need narrative; it is a truly distinct, authentic,
and natural method for telling others who they are and their experiences
of the world.

Place = Identity
Many look away from the narrative as a purely subjective and unnecessary
form of gathering information. But, if narrative has proven to be an
elemental aspect of life and identity, then it proves valuable in places, and
“rather than abolish narrative, architects need to ask, ‘Whose narrative
has been told?’ ‘Who belongs within the story of this place?’”112 How
can architects bring the story of the user and the story of place together?
As architects realize that narratives of users are inherent in narratives of
place, and that stories of the users are stories of place, they can begin to
realize the stories that will inhabit spaces.
As an ultimate connection of each of these integral aspects of the
human experience, place is the most honest, clear representation of who
each person is and what holds meaning; place is the purest physical
manifestation of the identity of people and is the clearest representation of
collective identity.113 Places are one of the most integral parts of humanity:
To be human is to live in a world that is filled with significant
places: to be human is to have and to know your place.
The philosopher Martin Heidegger declared that “place”
places man in such a way that it reveals the external
bonds of his existence and at the same time the depths
of his freedom and reality.’ It is a profound and complex
aspect of man’s experience of the world.114

If in fact architects are only able to present “representations of space”
because the building has yet to be built, telling the story of the building
through narrative instead of simply through an abstracted graphic

One of the first distinctions made in architecture school is that between
a place and a space. A place contains human interaction, something
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that connects with the community, the culture, an area that is vibrant and
adds to the quality of life of the people:
Place is space which has historical meanings, where
some things have happened which are now remembered
and which provide continuity and identity across
generations. Place is space in which important words
have been spoken which have established identity,
defined vocation and envisioned destiny. Place is space
in which vows have been exchanged, promises have
been made, and demands have been issued. Place is
indeed a protest against an unpromising pursuit of space.
It is a declaration that our humanness cannot be found
in escape, detachment, absence of commitment, and
undefined freedom…Whereas pursuit of space may be a
flight from history, a yearning for a place is a decision to
enter history with an identifiable people in an identifiable
pilgrimage.115
Quite simply, a space is devoid of those things that make a place. It
is empty, waiting for humans to add meaning and value. So if a place
has meaning and value, how does a space become a place, and what
happens when the best intentions are to create a place, but it simply does
not happen? What makes people engage a space to become a place?

Place as Identity
Defining Place

In Environmental Psychology, the definition of place psychology is “the
interrelationship between the physical environment and behavior.”116 In
this definition of place psychology it is evident that not only does the
environment play a role in behavior, but users also have an effect on
the environment. The text by Bell, Fisher, and Loomis, and the theory
of place psychology in general, moves through an understanding of
environmental factors on being. However, it fails in necessarily defining
a place as being different from a space that has physical factors that act
upon being. Really, what makes a place is infinitely more complex than
the physical boundaries of the space.
In his discussion of place, Zumthor speaks of a specific experience in
which his team was admiring a new building when a young member of
the team said, “‘It is an interesting building for all sorts of theoretical and
practical reasons. The trouble is, it has no soul.’”117 This viewpoint raises an
interesting idea that there is something within a place that gives it a soul, a
spiritual connection to something greater than itself that recalls something
deeper and greater within the individual, similar to the concept of the Genius
115. Sheldrake, Spaces for the Sacred, 7.
116. Bell, Fisher, Loomis. Environmental Psychology, 5.
117. Zumthor, Thinking Architecture, 37.

Loci. An ancient Roman concept, Genius Loci described a “guardian
spirit” that essentially “gives life to people and places, accompanies them
from birth to death, and determines their character or essence.”118 In
this belief, there is a consideration for both the spirit, or Genius, of a
place and that of the person in the identity of that particular being; both
spirits perform together to provide human experience and existence.119
When Zumthor tried to describe the architectural works that had become
places, he said,
When I come across a building that has developed a
special presence in connection with the place it stands
in, I sometimes feel that it is imbued with an inner tension
that refers to something over and above the place itself.
It seems to be part of the essence of its place, and at the
same time it speaks of the world as a whole.120
There is something metaphysical about a place that moves the physical
boundaries of a space into a more spiritual world; that reaches a connection
with humankind and creates relationships: man to environment, man to
man, man to self, man to spirit.
In their discussion about the architect’s responsibility in creating place,
Schneekloth and Shibley define a place as:
querencia, the Spanish word that ‘refers to a place on the
ground where one feels secure, a place from which one’s
strength of character draws.’ Querencia embodies the
sensibility of placemaking—having and loving a place not
because it is abstractly or universally understood as unique
or even supportive, but because it is yours. It is intimate
and known, cared for and argued about. Placemaking as
a daily activity and social practice creates the opportunity
for quarencia. Placemaking is the way all of us as human
beings transform the places in which we find ourselves
into places in which we live.121
In this definition of quarencia the connection between identity and the
places people create and inhabit is apparent—they are an integral part of
everyone, and each person makes place. Because of this, it is important
for architects to create a dialectic with the general population, and move
to a practice of designing with instead of designing for.
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“should go about designing in such a way that the result does not
refer too outspokenly to an unequivocal goal, but that it still permits
interpretation, so that it will take on its identity through usage.”127 What
good are buildings if the user cannot use them, shape them, make them,
imagine them? They should receive their identity from this (Fig. 12). That
is their intended purpose: “‘The user’s space is lived – not represented
(or conceived). When compared with the abstract space of the experts
(architects, urbanists, planners), the space of the everyday activities of
users is a concrete one, which is to say subjective.’”128 Architects must
not forget that users live place everyday; it is real, tangible. To abstract this
relationship of user to place causes the same deterioration of meaning
that is seen in the abstraction and separation of time and space.
Fig. 12 Manipulating Space
Hertzberger provides children the opportunity to manipulate space to create place in the Montessori School.

The User in Space
Architects design spaces everyday; everything from the smallest room to
the largest building is a space with the supposed intention of becoming
a place.122 As the purpose of this thesis is to understand the process of
creating place, each aspect of this process of realizing the user’s distinct
and profound relationship with place is integral in inspiring the making of
places. In the design of space, each architect, whether consciously or
subconsciously, assigns the user a role within that space. How well the
architect chooses to encourage the user within contingency, creativity,
time, storytelling, and the role the user is assigned within the spaces
based on these aspects is ultimately a precursor to the success of a
space becoming a place.
In Hill’s discussion of the role of the user, he defines distinct actions of
several types of users:
The passive user is predictable and unable to transform
use, space and meaning. The reactive user modifies the
physical characteristics of a space as needs change
but must select from a narrow and predictable range of
configurations largely defined by the architect. The creative
user either creates a new space or gives an existing one
new meanings and uses. Creative use can either be a
reaction to habit, result from the knowledge learned
through habit, or be based on habit, as a conscious,
evolving deviation from established behaviour.123
Each of these users can be present within a space at any given time,
and each visitor can be one of these users simultaneously as they
move through the space. However, it is the creative user that ultimately
begins to truly shape a place. Their needs and actions are not defined
122. Kent, “Toward an Architecture of Place.”
123. Hill, Actions of Architecture, 28.
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by the architect, but instead are inspired by the architectural implications
of the space. The architecture provides the user with the necessary
opportunities to begin to create their identity within a place that does not
limit “who or what we can become.”124 Hill acknowledges that “just as
the reader makes a new book through reading, the user makes a new
building through using.”125 If architects can acknowledge this, what can
they do to inspire or encourage the creation of place? And if spaces can
inspire, how, also, can spaces become less resistant to “the reader” of
the space? There is an inherent desire to create places, much in the same
way the reader creates stories as they read—buildings must respond to
this desire and to the responsibility of “the reader.”
The creation of place is a profound responsibility for the user. How is one
to begin? Herman Hertzberger, a noted Dutch architect, wrote extensively
on the subject of the responsibility of the user. Within his writing, he
recognized the responsibility of the architect within this endeavor of
providing for the user to create space.
As Hertzberger described spaces he had designed for the purpose
of the user to create place, he laid out several distinct, typically
unprogrammed spaces. These spaces provided the opportunity for
the user to create experience, create narrative, create place. Some
of these places included: the “In-Between,” “intermediary spaces,”
and “structure,” each of which responded to the connection of
variety of spaces, the communication among those spaces, and the
ability for the user to accommodate his or her role in the space.126

Conclusion

What This Means for the Architect

And so, what does this all mean? Where does one go from here? My
hope in this discussion is to connect each aspect that we, as architects,
experience in architecture ultimately to the other; the properties inherent
in architecture and space design come from anywhere that the user is
present. Although these elements have become dissected, manipulated,
morphed, they began with the human self moving through and
experiencing space. And although the description of the human as the
impetus of architecture is simple, the understanding and implementation
is complex, non-linear, messy. But this should not be discouraging to
the architect, as the possibilities and inspirations are varied and infinite.
Because of an understanding of each of these inherent qualities of the
experience of the user, we now have the necessary tools to begin to
create space worthy of the title place. We are positioned within a distinctly
disorganized, contingent world; a seemingly unsteady ground for building
space. But, “hope is not discovered in the clouds of ideals that are blown
away by the slightest breeze; hope is founded in the interstices of the
given, and since it has a tough start in life, this hope is a survivor.”129 We
are creating within a web of “the given” and the dependent, and in that
we find opportunity.

aspects of our human experience: the whole, complete, un-dissected,
non-abstracted, real, everyday experience. Again, Till perfectly describes
this process:
The making of architecture never follows the simple
linear route that the idealists or determinists would have
us believe. It is, rather, a constant set of negotiations—
between internal intents and external forces, between
certitude and chance—in which different modes of
working and thinking continuously overlap.…Writing about
architecture should never aspire to be fully prescriptive or
definitive because the production of architecture in its very
contingency resists the imposition of direct prescription.130
There is no definitive process. The only definite is of the necessity
of the architect respecting and honoring the user. And while our
typical understanding of architecture does not appear to account for
contingency, realizing our inherent experience of time, creativity, and
the power of narrative,131 it does now account for these themes. We
experience them constantly. We are observant; in fact our profession
prides itself on this fact, and so we must be most carefully observant
of our user. And we must also pride ourselves on the care with which
we treat this conscious being, because, essentially, we are all the other.

Changing the Process

Hertzberger’s primary point was that the buildings architects design
should include a more complete, inclusive, collective responsibility for
the user. In describing his concept for design, he states that architects

This is the challenge of Architecture, and one that many are not wellequipped to face. Because I now recognize this, I have a responsibility to
respond appropriately. It is not enough to simply know information if one
never acts positively on it. A reworking of the process for understanding
design is necessary. This process involves a careful integration of the
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Context Background
Recognizing a responsibility to the user is the starting point in choosing
the client and building site. In this project, there is an interest in realizing
the importance of providing a voice within a place for those who are
generally not considered in the design of space. Disadvantaged and
disenfranchised populations exist in our reality constantly, and the scope
of our client and users must be more inclusive. To deny these users the
creation of place is to deny an integral aspect of identity and personal
voice.
One such marginalized population, those who have experienced rape
and sexual assault, has caught media attention with a series of recent
national news stories. A pandemic of untested rape kits has left many
rapists unidentified and never brought to justice. Approximately 400,000
untested rape kits remain in labs and storage facilities across the United
States, with some victims waiting “anywhere between another six months
and ten years.”132 After waiting for over a year for her rape test kit to be
processed, one woman in San Francisco asked a local police officer why
her kit had not been processed, only to receive the answer that “her rape
‘was not a good enough rape’ to pursue.”133 A woman in Houston “was
told that it was ‘too expensive’ to process her rape kit.”134 Another 87-yearold’s rape kit was not tested for over nine years, and during this time,
the serial rapist continued to rape other women, until he was discovered
when the kit was finally processed.135 A woman sexually assaulted in New
York “resisted the urge to shower and cleanse her body of the horrifying

Fig. 13 Representation
The image of this woman is representative of the emotions of sadness, shame, and guilt associated with sexual assault.
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3% of men in the U.S. have been raped

400,000

1 in 5

a woman in the U.S. has a
chance of being raped in her lifetime
Fig. 14 Statistical Comparison
The statistical comparison of men and women who have experienced sexual assault necessitates a space for women
to heal.

experience, and submitted to a rape kit – which she described as a ‘very
invasive gynecological exam,’”136 only to have her kit sit in storage for 9.5
years.137
The causes of the problem are vast (Fig. 14 and Fig. 15) and the effects
pervade our culture;138 the voices of the victims have been silenced, and
their identity is dangerously misunderstood.139 In considering this thesis
and the connection of identity and place as an integral part of human
nature, it is imperative that the survivors of these events are considered
and that a place is provided for their voice to be heard. Their needs
are specific, and meeting their needs is not only vital to their healing
process,140 but also to the reassessment of their place in our culture.141
The stories surrounding this issue reach across the United States;
however, Memphis, Tennessee has made headlines with an estimated
12,000 backlogged test kits (Fig. 15), an appalling number for any city,142
but possibly the largest in the United States.143 Because of the backlog
(dating back to the 1970s), many of the kits have spoiled and can no
longer be tested for DNA evidence.144 The impact of this story has been
locally significant, and the importance of a place for survivors of these
crimes (who are still seeking healing in a variety of ways) is vital. In looking
at a local population, a consideration of “the other” within a known place
provides an established base for coming to know these individuals.
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In Memphis, this issue has caused three rape survivors to file a federal civil
lawsuit against Memphis and Shelby County; however, it was dismissed,
and they are not pursuing the claim that the backlog “violates the equal
protection clause of the U.S. Constitution and other federal constitutional
claims.”145 The attorneys claim that if the “lawsuit included claims that the
civil rights of the three women were violated, city and
county governments could claim traditional sovereign governmental
immunity under state law.”146 If this were to happen, other survivors
would not be able to come forward and seek emotional distress claims.
The discovery of the backlog of kits caused many of the emotional and
physical stresses stemming from the sexual assault to resurface, and the
women are continuing to suffer these symptoms.147
The discovery of the backlog of rape test kits is a telling issue, and proves
to not be simply a cause of poor justice, but of a symptom of the larger
culture and attitudes toward rape.148 The backlog is not just 12,000 kits
that have been untouched in a warehouse; instead it is 12,000 women
who have not only experienced the trauma of sexual assault, but also
the trauma of submitting to a rape kit, documenting the event, and never
having the case resolved; it is potentially 12,000 rapists who were never
charged with the crime.149
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Fig. 15 Untested Kits
The number of untested rape kits across the United States proves the enormity of the issue.

Rape Culture
To continue to understand this issue in more detail, it is important to
begin with a few definitions to clarify the information being discussed.
Terms relating to sexual assault issues are often vague and ambiguous.
However, recent legislation has caused the terms “sexual assault” and
“consent” to be more specifically defined. Sexual assault is defined as:
any type of sexual contact or behavior that occurs by force
or without consent of the recipient of the unwanted sexual
activity. Falling under the definition of sexual assault is
sexual activity such as forced sexual intercourse, sodomy,
child molestation, incest, fondling, and attempted rape.
It includes sexual acts against people who are unable to
consent either due to age or lack of capacity.150
Consent also proves to be an important word, defined as:
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the affirmative, unambiguous, and voluntary agreement
to engage in a specific sexual activity during a sexual
encounter. Under this definition, an individual who was
asleep, or mentally or physically incapacitated, either
through the effect of drugs or alcohol or for any other
reason, or who was under duress, threat, coercion, or
150. U.S. Department of Justice. “What is Sexual Assault,” para. 1.

force, would not have been able to give consent. Further,
one would not be able to infer consent under circumstances
in which consent was not clear, including but not limited to
the absence of “no” or “stop,” or the existence of a prior
or current relationship or sexual activity.151
The Violence Against Women Act and the Office on Violence Against
Women have recognized the misunderstandings in our society and have
sought to bring awareness and provide legally protected definitions of
terms associated with rape and sexual assault.152 Much of the necessity
of this comes from a lack of consideration for women as victims of
everyday sexual assault.153 The clear comprehension of these terms is
vital: every day, the severity, violence and criminality of what rape is—
its very definition—is distorted in a way that makes it more difficult for
survivors to come forward and for anti-violence advocates to do their
work, while making the world easier for victim-blaming and for rapists
themselves.154
The majority of misunderstandings associated with sexual assault
stem from rape culture. Lynn Phillips, a lecturer at the University of
Massachusetts, working with Becky Lockwood, associate director of
the Center for Women and Community in Amherst Massachusetts, has
151. Federal Register. “Consent,” para. 6.
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women are
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the Department of Justice’s estimate of the
number of women raped each year: 300,000

54%

Fig. 16 Effects of the Issue
It is important to understand the effects of sexual assault on survivors.

of rapes are
never reported

defined rape culture in a very succinct way:
Rape culture is a culture in which dominant cultural
ideologies, media images, social practices, and societal
institutions support and condone sexual abuse by
normalizing, trivializing and eroticizing male violence
against women and blaming victims for their own abuse.155
This attitude toward female sexuality and sexual assault pervades
popular culture, from media,156 to political discussions and debates,157
to legal justice,158 and creates an undeniably illogical mindset regarding
sexual assault. Sexual Assault is the only crime that causes a victim to
be judged and blamed. Questions such as “what were you wearing?,”
“were you drinking?,” and “why were you at that party?” are suddenly
appropriate for victims of sexual assault.159 And general dismissal of the
male responsibility in the issue also leads to the perpetuation of rape
culture: “The idea that males are rowdy, always have been, and always
will be, allows us as a society to think that males have less responsibility
to act respectfully.”160 This way of thinking makes sexual assault “O.K.”
in some instances161 and legitimate in others162 when in fact, it never is
(Fig. 16).
Although a number of men and children experience rape and sexual
assault163 the number of women who are raped is staggeringly higher than
these other groups. Because of this, there will be a focus on this specific
group within the larger population of sexual assault survivors. Additionally,
the appalling statistics represented in the figures demonstrate that the
general public are misinformed about the frequency of sexual assault and
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of rapists are never incarcerated
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number of women raped each year:
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Fig. 17 Project Unbreakable
Movements like Project Unbreakable give a voice to the survivors of sexual assault.

the apathetic attitude toward the criminalization of rapists and the healing
of survivors.

Understanding the Trauma
Sexual assault is an exceedingly traumatic event and causes not only
physical injury, but also a variety of emotional and psychological reactions
that can last a lifetime. Sexual assault survivors typically suffer from
Rape Trauma Syndrome, Post Traumatic Stress Syndrome, depression,
sleep disorders, eating disorders, substance abuse, sexually transmitted
infections, flashbacks, and in some cases suicide.164 Many survivors
also feel shame, guilt, denial, mistrust, and the majority of these feelings,
especially if left untreated, can last the person’s lifetime.165
Once a sexual assault has occurred, it is important for the survivor to
seek medical attention and to report the sexual assault.166 The Rape,
Abuse, and Incest National Network lists the steps for what a survivor
should do immediately following the attack. After finding a safe place
from the attacker, the second step states: “know that what happened
was not your fault.”167 Immediately shifting the blame from the survivor
is important and this provides complete support for the survivor at (and/
or after) the time of the attack. At this point in the process, the survivor
may also choose to receive a forensic exam, or what is commonly known
as a rape test kit.168 These exams can be done at a local rape crisis
center or at a local hospital.169 Once the survivor has completed this
step, she will be assigned an advocate to follow-up with her case.170
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However, as mentioned earlier, a multitude of cases are never reviewed
and the kits never tested. In many instances, the DNA evidence has been
destroyed after the statute of limitations, and the perpetrator cannot be
prosecuted.171 In some cases, once DNA is found, the District Attorney’s
office will indict the DNA before the person has been identified to ensure
that the statute of limitations does not run out.172
While many of the issues surrounding sexual assault stem from rape
culture, a number of other issues stem from the processing of information
about the assault. Agreeing to a rape kit directly after severe sexual
trauma can be difficult for the survivor. The instructions and process can
be invasive and can take anywhere from two to four hours or more.173
After an already jarring experience, a sexual assault forensic examiner
explains:
we’re doing pubic hair pulls or combs, we’re doing swabs
of the outside of the genitalia…and then we’re doing a
speculum exam [which is internal] and taking swabs that
way, and if there was an anal assault, we’re doing swabs
there. And then we use a colposcope [a specialized
medical camera] to take pictures of genital injury.174
The kit contains fifteen steps and collection devices for specimens and
evidences of DNA from the attacker. Following the collection of evidence,
the kit is submitted to the police, who then enter the DNA into the
Combined DNA Index System (CODIS). The CODIS is used to identify
the rapist and is checked with DNA across the United States, which also
helps identify serial rapists.175
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Many problems occur as a result of the cost of processing the kits: “More
recently, however, because testing one rape kit costs between $500 and
$1,500, police departments don’t test every rape kit that comes their
way.”176 Some only test the kits “they have the best chance of solving,”
while “others only test if the alleged rapist is a stranger.”177 When the
survivor knows her attacker, it is not a question of identity, but rather, it is a
question of consent; many rapists deny the assault and say the encounter
was consensual.178 Yet, even when the attacker is known, DNA evidence
is necessary in a prosecution; in many cases the rapist denies having sex
at all, and DNA evidence can identify “inconsistencies or lies in a suspect’s
story.”179 While Memphis is still working to test the backlogged kits in their
possession, they are lacking $3.7 million to complete this process.180 This
mode of action has opened 162 investigations, identified 16 rapists who
had been previously convicted, and produced 22 new indictments.181
Many people find the topic of sex, and more specifically sexual violence,
taboo and uncomfortable182—however, the facts presented prove the
necessity of confronting this issue (Fig. 17). Those experiencing this should
not be made to feel more distressed because the general population feels
awkward about resisting their own rape culture. Providing a positive place
for the healing process of the survivors, as well as promoting awareness
of this issue is vital to the remediation and eventual elimination of sexual
assault.
Furthermore, in studying this specific population, it highlights the necessity
of architecture to connect to this user. The experience of the spaces and
places surrounding this issue is vital in healing, the survivor’s journey, and
the user’s desire for sharing their stories. Architects have a responsibility
176. Dickson, “How the U.S. Ended Up with 400,000 Untested Rape Kits,” para 6.
177. Ibid, para 7.
178. Ibid.
179. Ibid, para 9.
180. Dries, “Rape Kit Backlog Prompts Court Fight on Two Fronts.”
181. Ibid.
182. Chemaly, “50 Actual Facts about Rape.”
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Fig. 18 Approach of Existing Center
Although the current Crisis Center is in an uninviting building, a message of hope invites visitors.

to respond to this population, and provide the spaces necessary for their
continued improvement.

Building Type, Program, and Existing Site
The rape crisis center serves as support for the survivors of sexual
assault. Providing a viable center is not only a political obligation, but
also a responsibility to the individual, and a realization of their necessity
of recreation of identity.
In order to begin to improve the healing of the survivors, it is necessary
to look at existing services of the center. The National Sexual Assault
Coalition presents guidelines for each rape crisis center in the United
States. The primary purposes of the centers are to provide medical
assessments and testing as well as advocacy for each of the victims of
sexual assault. This group defines advocacy as “supporting and assisting
a victim/survivor to define needs, explore options, and ensure rights are
respected.”183 These centers are to provide 24-hour crisis management,
legal advocacy, general advocacy and case management, counseling and
therapy, support groups, information and referrals, prevention education,
and community awareness.184 The Shelby County Rape Crisis Center in
Memphis, Tennessee is listed as a center that falls under these rules.185
Currently the Shelby County Rape Crisis Center is located in a nondescript
building on Madison Avenue in Midtown Memphis. The building houses
several other programs and functions, and appears to be a typical office
building; no signage or indication from the exterior of the building leads
one to believe that the Crisis Center is housed inside. The building is
unrelated to activities on site or in the neighborhood: the Center feels
out of place in a highly residential and entertainment-focused area. One
enters the building on the side, after parking in the back, and walks into a
183. The Office on Violence Against Women, Core Services and Characteristics of Rape Crisis Cen
ters.
184. Ibid.
185. Ibid.
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Fig. 19 South Main
The character of South Main is expressed in the worn brick, painted murals and graffiti, and the feeling of an aged location.

maze of office spaces (Fig. 18).186 While, to some degree, the amount of
privacy is important for survivors, the anonymity of the building may incite
feelings of shame, fear, and confusion, emotions that are already present
after a sexual assault.187

Rejuvenation Through Relocation
To create a greater sense of inclusion within a place, the proposed site for
the improved Rape Crisis Center is the South Main District. The vacant
lots to the South of the Arcade and to the east of the Central Station
parking structure provide several aspects that follow the healing nature of
the Crisis Center. Additionally, the site is located within walking distance
of public transportation, has parking, and provides easy and centralized
access to visitors from Mississippi, Arkansas, and farther east. This
location provides the opportunity for the Center to better serve the tristate region.

Brief History of Proposed Site
The South Main District was a separate city and residential suburb
of Memphis named South Memphis until 1850. In the early 1900s,
Memphis’s ideal geographical location allowed the city to become a major
railroad junction. Two stations were built: Central Station in 1912, which
is still standing on site today, and Union Station in 1914. Because of the
increased railroad traffic, the area around the stations was transformed
into large commercial and industrial districts; the majority of buildings
lining South Main were built between 1910 and 1925 by business owners
who moved to the area during the economic boom. However, during the
1950s, as the railroad business began to decline, the stations and local
businesses were unable to endure the slow economy, and subsequently
closed their doors. Union Station closed in 1964 and was torn down in
186. This observation is based on personal experience of the author in visiting the current Shelby
County Rape Crisis Center.
187. The Office on Violence Against Women, Core Services and Characteristics of Rape Crisis Cen
ters.

1969. In addition to the closing of the small businesses in the district,
the large industries began moving east to larger industrial parks, leaving
many warehouses in the area abandoned.188 Throughout this time, the
Civil Rights Movement was in full effect, and the assassination of Dr.
Martin Luther King Jr. at the Lorraine Motel, and the subsequent riots,
pushed the remaining people and businesses from the area.

activities happen to the south of the site. Additionally, the lot is visible
and open to sight lines (“eyes on the street”), with opportunities to create
privacy for those visiting the site for Crisis Center emergencies. There is
also an opportunity to complement the urban fabric with an additional
public function that speaks to the activities of the South Main District and
to the goal of providing outreach to the public regarding sexual violence.

The area remained abandoned and neglected until the early 1980s when
artists Robert McGowan and Annie Mahaffey bought one of the vacant
buildings as their home and art studio; other artists soon followed.189
Because the area was abandoned and little damage was done to the
buildings other than typical neglect, many artists and creative people saw
the beauty of the historic structures and an effort was made to revitalize
the area. The history and texture (Fig. 19) made this place especially
“gritty” and attracted local filmmakers, artists, and musicians who found
inspiration in this texture of the city.190 Because of this, South Main has
become a major arts district in the city, with numerous galleries and artistic
events occurring throughout the year.

The city in general, but this district especially, is still in a state of healing
from the negative aspects of the past that greatly impacted its future. The
story of this area is similar to those of the survivors finding refuge and
healing at the Crisis Center, and therefore, deserves to be voiced, cared
for, and honored.

The Proposed Site
The vacant lots for the proposed site of the Rape Crisis Center were at
one time the site of a dry cleaner and are, therefore, currently considered
brownfield sites. The site has been remediated by the EPA; pipes from
remediation still exist on site and provide a visual scar from the harmful
chemicals used on site. Today, a lien exists on the property and there can
be no development on site for years to come.191
While the majority of the South Main activities occur just north of this
area, the immediate surroundings of the site are generally quiet with little
foot or vehicular traffic. The primary businesses on the street end to the
north of the parking lot directly adjacent to the site and few commercial
188. Downtown Memphis Commission, “The Birth and Rise of South Main.”
189. Ibid.
190. Ibid.
191. Center City Commission, South End Extended Development Profile.
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Section 3

Precedent Studies
Building Type, Care, Order

In looking at the experience of the user and the effect this has on the
design process, there are many variables and many precedent studies
focused on various architectural aspects of buildings, from conceptual
ideas, to organization arrangements, to small material details that aid
that process. Each of these physical building elements come together
to provide real, rich experiences; the elements that create space are part
of the manifestation of place. Therefore, through this exploration of the
user’s creation of place, and the architect’s role in this process, many
precedent studies were used, focusing on all of the aspects that make
the experience which lives in place and creates memories for the users.

Fig. 20 Livsrum Cancer Counseling Center
The courtyards within the Livsrum Cancer Center present a valuable opportunity for gathering and building community.
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Rape Crisis Center

Fig. 21 San Francisco Women’s Building
The vibrant mural on the facade is inviting and encouraging.

Healing

Project Connection: The program of the Women’s Building is of particular
significance to the thesis project, as it provides a variety of services that
aid in women’s well being. Similar programs will be incorporated into the
thesis building design.
Additionally, the visual appearance of the building makes a statement
about the mission and purpose of the services within the building (Fig.
22). The brightly painted murals illustrate the beauty and importance of
the women in the community and the place of this specific building in the
community. The visual appearance of the thesis building design will be
of particular importance in communicating the goals and purpose of the
spaces within.

San Francisco Women’s Building
San Francisco, California
1910
About: The San Francisco Women Against Rape organization operates
within the San Francisco Women’s Building as the rape crisis center for
the San Francisco, California area. The building serves as a headquarters
for various women’s organizations. The group was started in 1971 as the
San Francisco Women’s Center “to incubate emerging Bay Area women’s
projects.”1 Since opening, the group “has sponsored over 170 emerging
organizations,” and now includes the Cooperative Restraining Order
Clinic, Girls on the Run, GirlVentures, Immigration Center for Women and
Children, Lava Mae, Mission Neighborhood Centers, Mujeres Unidas y
Activas, Parents for Public Schools, and San Francisco Women Against
Rape.2 In this way, the Women’s Building is working toward not only
building a community of women, but working to bring the value of women
to the public. In housing the various organizations, the Women’s Building
works to provide wellness and service to the whole, diverse, and complex
woman in each part of her life.

Fig. 27 MADE
MADE by DWC has made a positive impact in the lives of formerly homeless women.

Fig. 24 MADE Store
The items made at the MADE shop give women the opportunity to express themselves and share their expressions with the
community.

Fig. 22 Diagram of the Murals
The exterior mural serves as a billboard for the building and for the positive impacts of the organizations inside.

The building was built in 1910 in the Mission Revival Style, and is located
within the Mission District of San Francisco.3 The exterior facades of
the building are adorned with a large mural that “is a culmination of a
multi-cultural, multi-generation collaboration of seven women artists, and
a colorful, work of art that sings to our community.”4 The mural is an
important aspect of the building and the message that the building and
the center portray (FIg. 21 and Fig. 23).

1. The Women’s Building, “History,” para. 1.
2. Ibid, para 3.
3. NoeHill.com, “San Francisco Landmarks.”
4. The Women’s Building, “The Women’s Building Mural MaestraPeace.”
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Fig. 25 MADE Cafe
Women who were formerly homeless now have a future at MADE.

MADE by DWC
Los Angeles, California
The Downtown Women’s Center was founded in 1978
About: Healing also includes emotional, physical, mental, and lifestyle
healing. Knowing that many of the women may experience homelessness
or financial instability, it is important to help them find their worth and to
know that their talents are valuable, both to their emotional well-being,
as well as their financial well-being. The Downtown Women’s Center in
Los Angeles, California works with homeless women in the Skid Row
Community.5 The Center, founded in 1978, provides permanent supportive
housing for women, and is one of the largest supporters of this effort in
the country.6 Although they focus on housing for homeless women, they
also help “break the cycles of chronic unemployment and homelessness
by empowering women to discover talents and develop skills through
vocational opportunities, and generate{s} economic and social capital to
support programs at DWC.”7 This program offers a shop where women
learn craft and financial skills to support themselves (Figs. 24, 25, 26,
and 27). This is a promising program that reaches out into the lives of
the women to improve their lives in a more sustainable way than simply
providing housing.
Project Connection: In providing the women of this program the
opportunity to begin to make a more public connection, as well as to
learn to take their healing arts and begin to use them to make a living, the
shop creates another connection to the larger system and community the
women are living within. The programmatic element of the shop has been
incorporated into the thesis building design for these reasons.

Fig. 23 Street Presence
The San Francisco Women’s Building has a welcoming street presence.

Fig. 26 MADE Crafts
Teaching women crafts is not only therapeutic, it allows them to make a living through the MADE shop.

5. Downtown Women’s Center, “Our Story.”
6. Ibid.
7. Downtown Women’s Center, “MADE by DWC,” para 1.
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Healing

Project Connection: The overall concept of healing is evident in every
aspect of the Livsrum Cancer Counseling Center. Using these design
concepts of the community of informal gathering and healing spaces, as
well as the connection to nature, the thesis building design responds to
the healing of the women. Like the boundaries of spaces, the materials
and connections of spaces are soft and provide comfort for the visitors
(Fig. 31, 32, 33, 34, and 35).
Fig. 32 Community of Spaces
The single house is transformed and grouped to create a community of homes symbolizing the community of healing.

Fig. 29 Livsrum Section
A section through the building shows the relationship of the courtyards and the various spaces.

Fig. 28 Courtyards
The courtyards of the Center are vital to the healing experience of the users.

Livsrum Cancer Counseling Center
Copenhagen, Denmark
2013
EFFEKT
About: As a driving focus of the overall design of the center, healing is
a primary design concept, including healing physically, emotionally, and
wholly for the life of the women that attend the center. Similar to sexual
assault trauma, living with a debilitating and difficult disease can cause a
person to need the same care. The Livsrum Cancer Counseling Center
by EFFEKT in Copenhagen, Denmark looks to this similar idea of healing.
Because this is a place of healing, the building was designed with great
care for the “users’ comfort and wellbeing.”8 The building was designed
as seven houses centered on two open green courtyards (Fig 29 and
Fig. 30). The connection to green landscapes and outdoor spaces are
vital to healing (Fig. 28); even a simple view to nature relieves stress,
speeds physical healing, and lowers blood pressure.9 Each of the houses
hold a different function: “library, kitchen, conversation rooms, lounge
shops, gym, and wellness facilities.”10 There is a large focus on informal
therapy sessions and group interactions throughout the center and in
each “house.” The overall idea of “house” brings a level of comfort and
healing to the center, and the community of “houses” furthers the idea of
creating a community of healing within the houses.

8. Archdaily.com, “Livsrum- Cancer Counseling Center / EFFEKT,” para. 2.
9. Sally Augustin, Place Advantage : Applied Psychology for Interior Architecture
10. Archdaily.com, “Livsrum- Cancer Counseling Center / EFFEKT,” para. 1.
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Fig. 33 Scale of Interior Spaces
Interior spaces are scaled for smaller interactions, while community spaces are tall and open for larger groups of people.

Fig. 30 Relationship of Courtyards
Each space opens to one of the courtyards.

Fig. 31 Window Seats
Windows are designed to be inhabited and create an unprogrammed space.

Fig. 34 Wooden Spaces
Wood defines the spaces to be inhabited.

Fig. 35 Activity Spaces
The Livsrum Cancer Counseling Center creates the opportunity for a variety of activities.
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Community Space

Organization

Fig. 37 Prior to Event
A dark, dirty alley is not conducive to community activity.

Fig. 40 Pod Organization
Pods are organized seemingly randomly, creating smaller neighborhood-type community spaces.

Fig. 36 Creating Community
A community dinner in the alley space brings people from various backgrounds together.
Fig. 43 The Pods
The various pod spaces within the building create the feeling of being in a city or community of spaces.

Pearl Street Project
Philadelphia, Pennsylvania
2013
Walter Hood with the Asian Arts Initiative
About: Designed as a temporary community space, the Pearl Street
Project by Walter Hood worked to create a momentary neighborhood
experience to bring people of various groups together (Fig. 36). Hood
worked with several community partners to design and make furniture for
a large community dinner set within a dim, rarely inhabited alley.11 Instead
of creating a “park” as the client wanted, the space was used for a meeting
of the various groups to create a better relationship of the community
partners, as well as creating a viable neighborhood space.12 Although the
dinner happened only one time, the memories and relationships created
have the ability to carry the space into something viable for everyone.13

Lance Armstrong Foundation Headquarters
Austin, Texas
2009
Lake Flato Architects and the Bommarito Group
Fig. 38 During Event
Simple design of furniture allows the space to be transformed for a community dinner.

Fig. 41 Floor Plan
The floor plan of the headquarters shows the organization of the spaces.

Project Connection: The importance of this space is the involvement of
the community in creating connections, relationships, and memories.
Engaging the community is an important aspect in heightening awareness
of sexual assault and the importance of the Rape Crisis Center.
Landscaped areas on site, as well as more open interior spaces, provide
greater opportunity for community connections (Figs. 37, 38, and 39).

11. Asian Arts Initiative, “Pearl Street Project Summary.”
12. Ibid.
13. Ibid.
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About: The Lance Armstrong Foundation Headquarters presents a
promising organizational arrangement (Fig. 40 and Fig. 41) that follows
their mission of “connecting to each other, constituents, community and
environment.”14 The large workspace is organized as individual pods
for group meetings as well as smaller pods of desks for the employees.
This organization creates a “dynamic neighborhood of interior spaces.”15
This compelling and energetic experience of the pods within the space
creates a communal and creative atmosphere. Additionally, the saw-tooth
skylights provide an ambient, natural glow (Fig. 42), while the natural
materials of the spaces within provide another level of phenomenological
experience (Fig. 43).
Project Connection: The materials create a vibrant, creative space, while
the natural light from the skylights provide ample lighting for large group
activities. Both of these aspects are incorporated in the large art therapy
and studio space on the second floor.

Fig. 39 After Event
The dinner is now a memory shared by community members who continue to activate the space.

Fig. 42 Interior Spaces
The quality of the interior space is brought to life by the saw-tooth skylights and the warmth of the wood.

14. Archdaily.com, “Lance Armstrong Foundation Headquarters / Lake|Flato Architects and the Bom
marito Group,” para. 1.
15. Ibid, para. 2.
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Conceptual

Design
expressive form

solid, existing base

Fig. 47 New Expression Diagram
The original forms are respected with the use of glass and steel.

Fig. 45 Materials Diagram
The diagram shows the relationship of the new and old materials.

Fig. 44 Materials
The materials used represent the history of the place, and also respect the current aesthetic.

Shoreham Street
Shoreham, England
2012
Project Orange

Fig. 49 Main Street Character
The character of Main Street can be seen in the reflection of the Gentry Library.

Gentry Public Library
Gentry, Arkansas
2007
Marlon Blackwell Architect

About: The Shoreham Street project makes use of an existing Victorian,
industrial brick building for a new mixed-use project16 (Fig. 44 and Fig.
46). The clients asked the architects to enhance the existing brick
structure and respect the industrial character of both the building and
the area17 (Fig. 45). The architects describe the new form of the addition
as “contemporary yet laconic in form and an abstract evocation of
the industrial roofscapes that used to dominate this part of the city. It
is parasitical in nature, engaging with the host structure in a couple of
locations, where windows bite into the existing building.”18

About: The Gentry Public Library is an adaptive reuse of a brick building,
once a hardware store, in the small town of Gentry, Arkansas.19 Because
the building is located on Main Street in an historical building (Fig. 48),
there was a desire to not only preserve the existing brick facades, but
to also modernize the facades (Fig. 49).20 Elements of steel and glass
interact with the existing, historical detailing to create an intricate fabric of
new and old. 21

Project Connection: The form diagram of the Shoreham Street project
aligns with the thesis building ideas: a brick base representing the existing
character with a more dynamic form on top. Although the materials on
the dynamic form are dark, they are a physically lighter, more malleable
material (metal). The texture of the metal panels also creates a dynamic
façade that responds to the sunlight and weather, reflecting the sunlight
in instances and creating a patina as they weather.

16. ArchDaily.com, “Shoreham Street / Project Orange.”
17. Ibid.
18. Ibid, para. 3.
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Project Connection: The location of this building and the desire to
preserve the connection to the historical Main Street character has a direct
connection to the thesis building. Also, the tasteful use and integration of
glass and steel with the existing brick is to be used on the various facades
of the Rape Crisis Center (Fig. 47).

Fig. 46 New and Old Forms
The morphing metal form contrasts with the solid brick base.

Fig. 48 Main Street Presence
Although the building has been newly renovated, it respects the Main Street feeling of Gentry.

19. ArchDaily.com “Gentry Public Library / Marlon Blackwell Architect.”
20. Ibid.
21. ibid.
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Section 4

Design Solution

A Proposed Rape Crisis Center for Memphis, Tennessee
The design solution began with a reconsideration of the typical design
process through diagraming and an understanding of the various thematic
components outlined in the “Theoretical Perspective” section. This
process considered the importance of perspective sketches over typical
design ideas stemming from abstract concepts. Connections of various
spaces and a consideration for the user moving through the building were
important in determining spatial organization and composition.

Fig. 50 Expressing Her Voice
The community stair within the center not only provides a space for informal meetings, but also provides spaces for community
gatherings and performances.
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Process

A diagramming process incorporating plans, sections, elevations,
perspectives, and notes were used to design each space according to
research about the user. As the primary focus of the building is on healing,
each design decision incorporated aspects of healing for the survivors.
Spaces were also considered for function and social necessity: solitary
spaces, group meeting spaces, counseling spaces, creative spaces,
informal spaces, storytelling spaces, calming spaces, interactive spaces.

Diagrams describing relationships of spaces were used to incorporate
both the broad, abstract, conceptual ideas, as well as the ideas associated
with the way people will move through and experience each point along
the journey of the building.
This process expressed the journey and the story of the user through the
story of the building. In this, the building was created for the specific user
and incorporated the variety of feelings, actions, and needs of the users,
present at any point within the building. Diagrams were also used to
incorporate various themes of the thesis text (time, contingency, senses,
etc.) into the physical built form (Figs. 51, 52, 53).

Each type of space carries an experience that relates to the specific
user and the way the space should be designed. Throughout the
process, decisions were made in a non-linear way, moving from intuitive

experience, to learned experience, to plans, sections, perspectives, and
material studies simultaneously (Fig. 54). This method works to fulfill the
needs of the user and allows for constant consideration of each aspect of
space; that the user experiences.
Another vital aspect of this process is that, although still in diagrammatic
form, the building begins to consider real, physical experience, as opposed
to abstracted ideas of the building and the design. The forms, materials,
and experiences speak to the conscious being inhabiting space, and by
designing from within the experience of the user, the space becomes
more alive with the possibilities of the user to create place.

Fig. 52 Conceptual Ideas
Larger conceptual ideas help to define the goals of the design of the building.

Fig. 51 Blind Contour Moving Through Space
These diagrams represent an imagining of each of the spaces encountered along the journey of the rape crisis and wellness
care.
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Fig. 53 Thematic Diagrams
A series of diagrams depicting thematic connections to design was used to understand design implications related to theory.

Fig. 54 Designing for Experience
A series of drawings and diagrams allows one to envision the design of the experience of the user, while simultaneously
deterimining what this means for the architect in terms of plans, sections, and elevations.
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After each of the spaces was considered individually based on the user,
the experiences were collaged to create the form of the plan. In doing this,
each experience was retained, and the vital aspects of the designs were
not compromised by an overriding importance of another experience.
Additionally, the importance of the green areas woven throughout the
spaces was retained (Fig. 55), and in some instances the sharing of
the experience of the green space both connected and separated vital
moments throughout the building.

Thematic Analysis

Several iterations of the plan were explored (Figs. 56, 57), and the resulting
plan was a complex connection of spaces and experiences based on
the various connections of the user at each point along their journey of
healing.

3

Floor 3

1

2

As discussed in the “Theoretical Perspective” section, the process of
design is non-linear, messy, and contingent. Each experience of the
building is dependent on a variety of design decisions, which are each
dependent on a variety of other design choices; nothing stands alone.
For this reason, a proper analysis of the building is achieved through an
understanding of the themes and how each aspect of design is related to
the given theme. Following from the “Theoretical Perspective” discussion,
it must be understood that each theme is interconnected, and for the sake
of understanding the experience of the building, each design decision is
interconnected. This is a process of synthesis, not one of abstracted,
dissected analysis.
For this section, each theme will be listed, followed by a discussion of
a design decisions related to the description. Drawings will be used to
illustrate the decisions made relative to each theme. Not only does this
provide an understanding of the building through the lens of experience,
but it also allows the reader to participate in the process of design and the
process of experience.

3

Fig. 55 Landscaping
Because green spaces were a vital part of the healing process, landscaped areas were specially considered and designed
according to a specific experience in each space.
Floor 2

1

2

1

2

While each design decision applies to each theme discussed, drawings
and images will be placed within the section that is most applicable.
Descriptions for each image will be under the image and may include
information related to another section. Additional drawings can be
referenced in Appendix 1 and in Figs. 58-61.

3

Floor 1
Fig. 56 The Relationship of Spaces
Once smaller plans of specific spaces were determined, they were brought to the larger scale of the building and individual
relationships of spaces were then considered.
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Fig. 57 Consideration for the Survivor
Each space was reworked many times to best accommodate the experience of the survivor.

Fig. 58 Reference Plans
The small plans above are to be used as reference for the following drawings.
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Large, open studio spaces are raw; the studios provide
spaces for inspiration, creativity, and a shared voice.
Growing columns of vegetation provide a connection to
nature, as well as air purification.
Materials like wood ceiling panels and acoustic fabrics are
used on hard surfaces to control sound in the space.

The roof garden provides a space for gardening therapy and
group activities to build relationships among the women.

Overhead doors allow the space to be completely open, or
to be closed as the uses and needs change.

Murals and painted walls within the studio allow the women
within the center to express themselves on the physical
space. These mural walls can also be collaborative project
elements.

Relaxation rooms are set within the large inner courtyard
and meditation garden. This allows those seeking meditative
space to be within the room, but also set within the garden,
providing another access to nature.
The individual counseling rooms have floor to ceiling
windows that open to a garden space and green screen.
Additionally, the conversation space is wrapped in wood to
warm the space.
Fig. 59 Section Perspective 1
In the section perspective it is evident that the connection of spaces is vital to the interaction of the
users within the building. Each space has its degree of changeability and creativity depending on
where the survivor is in her healing process. Each space responds appropriately to this process.
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Innaccessible vegetative roofs slow water runoff
and reduce the heat island effect. Additionally, the
roofs provide cooling for the building.
The roof over the administrative and advocacy
space is sloped to allow the water to drain into the
courtyard.

A waiting area for those meeting with advocates
has a wood material as seen in other similar
spaces throughout the building. Individual meeting
rooms are spaces set within the larger context of
the overall space.
A group gathering space for administrators and
advocates provides a space for the employees of
the center to debrief at the end of the day.
Similar to the individual meeting rooms, the
conference room and kitchen are smaller rooms
set within the larger space of the adminstrative
area.

The exam rooms have clerestory windows that
allow the visitor reclining on the exam table to look
out at the tree in the courtyard. Surrounding glass
spaces are translucent and do not allow views into
this space.
The individual assessment and exam rooms
each have a couryard to provide the survivor with
personal access to a natural space, therefore,
reducing some anxiety.
Fig. 60 Section Perspective 2
The section through the crisis care shows the consideration for each moment
along the journey of the survivor and the connection to nature at each point. As
the survivor needs comfort at a difficult time, the crisis care workers also need care
in their environment. Like the survivors, the advocates and administrators have
comforting spaces as well as connections to the green spaces.
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The art installation makes use of
remediation pipes and creates
a more vibrant experience upon
arrival.

Glazing that provides views into
assessment and exam rooms
in translucent as opposed to
transparent to restrict views into
these spaces

The shape of the roof on the relaxation room
pods allows rainwater to filter down a rain
chain into a rainwater catchment feature and
then into the courtyard filtration system.

The shop responds to the public experience
along Main Street and provides advocacy for
survivors through the making and selling of
art.

Fig. 61 Section Perspective 3
This view shows the relationship of the crisis care and the wellness care. Although the two have little interaction, the
presence of the wellness care is a reminder of the promising future ahead.
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Responsibility to the Other
A responsibility to the Other focuses on the concept of recognizing the
importance of synthesizing the design of the experience of the user in
space. Once this is realized the architect is able to then begin to create
spaces of value that inspire the creation of place. Focusing on survivors
of sexual assault, the designer of a Rape Crisis Center has a responsibility
to that survivor in several ways: physical, emotional, and mental healing,
comfort, and returning their voice within space. These aspects were
strong concepts in the design of the Center.
First, the necessary spaces were considered for the Center. While the
current center primarily serves the survivor by administering rape test kits,
and providing one-on-one counseling services, there was a necessity to
include a variety of additional services (Appendix 1 Programming): group
counseling, art therapies, movement and dance therapies, and gardening
therapies. The addition of these alternative healing processes allow the
center to grow and encompass the full idea of mind and body healing,
instead of primarily immediate care services. These alternative, long-term
healing spaces are designed to embrace the crisis care services and let
the survivor know from the second they step on site that the building and
those within are supportive. Some of these spaces include: a shop that
fronts Main Street and reaches out to the public; relaxation rooms for
practicing mindfullness; a group therapy room for group meetings and
community building; and, large studio spaces for creating objects to be
sold in the store.

Additionally, each point along this journey connects to a natural element.
This connection aids in the healing process and provides a sense of
calm comfort. Each natural space has a different character: natural and
vibrant on approach, soft and serene outside the assessment and exam
rooms (Fig. 65), quiet and meditative in the central courtyard (Fig. 64),
and communal and dynamic on the roof garden. The changing nature of
these spaces connects the spirit of the survivor along the healing journey
with the spirit of the respective natural environment along the path of the
various spaces.
Although comforting, the spaces feel raw, and allow the users to manipulate
and change the spaces to suit their needs. Many of the spaces are open
and ambiguous to serve a variety of events and functions throughout the
building. Again, this gives the users a voice in the manipulation of the
spaces and allows them to find their voice in this creation process.

Fig. 63 Progression Through Space
At each point along the progression of the path, the user is considered; material selections greets them with warmth;
lighting is soft; quotes inspire upon entry; and, feelings from the traumatic event are alleviated.

Second, a consideration for the arrival to the center, as seen in Figure 63,
necessitated the design and sequence of entry points on site. As many
women seeking crisis care services may be escorted by a police officer,
or feel shame for seeking crisis care, the entrance was located at the
middle of the site, and away from busy Main Street. Additionally, a wall
and landscaped area support and envelop the site to provide comfort
and privacy. Although both the entrance for the crisis care services and
the entrance for those returning for additional counseling are in the same
location, the entrances are separated to add another level of privacy for
the survivor.

Honoring the Journey
The entrance to the Center is symbolic (Fig. 62), as it represents the first
step in the healing process. Because of this, the entrance is connected
to the larger therapy space in an expressive form that moves across the
building and out to the public. This journey embodies the spirit of the
journey of the survivor as she moves through the various points within
this space, until eventually finding her voice again and expressing this
to others. While this element of the building is energetic, it also serves
to fold and cover the space, allowing the survivors to feel safe within the
building form.
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Fig. 62 Entry with Birdhouses
Natural connections are made along each point in the journey. The entry from South Main Street presents the visitor with a
vibrant habitat for birds with an artisitc piece including birdhouses.

Fig. 64 Relaxation Rooms
The relaxation rooms can be opened to allow the natural environment of the meditation garden into the space.

Fig. 65 Assessment Room
Each assessment room opens to an enclosed, personal courtyard.
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Contingency
As discussed in the “Theoretical Perspective Section,” design asks
architects to make choices; however, those choices must be made with
an understanding that they will change. Once, it is understood that those
design choices have the possibility to change, those choices begin to
allow for that change in a positive way. In this, our designs have the ability
to provide opportunity and inspire change as the user grows throughout
the space.

and open; the dance and movement studio has large overhead
doors that allow that space to fully open into the larger art studio as
necessary.
The important aspect in the design of all of these elements is that their
specific use is open to interpretation, and there is a choice in the way in
which they will be used.

In this design, contingency proves to be especially important. The sexual
assault survivor experiencing these spaces is progressing along a journey
of healing and is in a search for personal voice. The ability for the spaces
to be controlled by the user is vital in encouraging the user to have a
voice within space. This not only includes simple movement and choice
of furniture, but also a voice in the volume of spaces, the connection of
spaces, and the visual appearance of those spaces.
Several important elements throughout the building exhibit this quality:
- In the crisis care waiting room, a variety of seats are available for
the visitors (Figs. 66, 67, 68). Because each sexual assault survivor
experiences the effects of the assault differently, seating choice is
an important aspect in creating a comfort level that allows the user
to feel safe in the space. Some of these pieces include the Saarinen
Womb Chair, the Haworth Tulip Chair, and specially designed
window seats and wall seats.

Fig. 68 Waiting
A variety of seating options are considered in the space. Each survivor copes with trauma differently, and the options within
the waiting room provide space for each person to feel comfortable.
Fig. 66 Womb Chair
The name of the womb chair is very descriptive: the womb chair embraces the survivor as they sit and provides comfort
within the waiting room.

- Upon entering the more public part of the building, the visitor
is greeted by a large staircase (Fig. 69). This stair is not simply a
circulation element; the larger stair platforms are fourteen inches
tall. This element serves as a group meeting space, performance
space, or simply a place to sit and wait or meditate.
- Throughout the building, doors are an important element in
changing the connection and relationship of various spaces. Large
sliding doors are used throughout to visually and physically open
spaces into another. A Nanawall system on the first floor entrance
by the large stair allows events to be shared with the community.
Additionally, this blurs the line between the interior and exterior at
this point.
- At the top of the stairs, visitors are greeted by the group
therapy room. Each piece of furniture was selected to encourage
conversation and story-sharing, yet each piece can be moved to fit
the needs of those in the space. Also, within the space, is a large
window seat, creating a connection to the larger community.
- The studio space is the easiest to manipulate, as this is the
primary space for creation and expression. The overall area is large
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Fig. 67 Tulip Chair
Similar to the Womb Chair, the Tulip Chair surrounds the survivor and provides security.

Fig. 69 Community Stair
The community stair has the potential to serve many purposes depending on the needs of the user.
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Needs
Following from the idea of contingency, the focus on needs looks to the
necessity of creative needs within space. It is vital for the designer to
realize the creative needs of a particular group within space, and the
value that this has for creating place. In allowing contingency, the designer
additionally provides the user with the ability to fulfill their creative needs.
The sexual assault survivor’s creative needs stem from a desire to tell her
story and find her voice within place. While a large part of the programming
includes creative studio spaces (Fig. 71, 72) to fulfull a creative need, the
importance of the need in space and placemaking is evident in several
of the design choices (many of the choices relate back to the idea of
contingent design, as this allows for manipulation and creativity):
Figure 72 Kiln Space
The kiln is both an important external feature as well as internal feature, allowing the women at the center to make pottery
and other ceramics projects to sell in the shop.

- Several material choices allow the user to add to and manipulate
those materials. Choices like cork wall-coverings can be painted
and tacked to; a large mural wall on the exterior presents an
opportunity for creative expression on the exterior facade; large
murals and painted walls on the interior also fulfill this.

Phenomenology
Branching from the creative needs within space and the recognition that
this encourages a personal identity, phenomenology enhances memories
of place and the creation of identity in space. Much of the consideration of
phenomenology within space is focused on material choices. Within this
design these include (Fig. 73):

- A large studio space with moveable furniture allows for open
creativity and manipulation of the space as needed.
Additionally, much of the specific needs of the sexual assualt survivor
include feeling safe, comforted, and supported (Fig. 70). Each point along
the crisis care journey connects the survivor with soft, natural materials,
views to nature, warm lighting, and a consideration for a comfortable
spatial volume (no space is too tall, or connected with the larger group
therapy spaces).

- Wood follows the visitor along the journey throughout the building.
The warm and natural feeling of the wood also connects with the
nature within the space.
- Planting choices along paths are flowing grasses and loose
wildflowers to soften the feeling of the paths.
- Gravel seems to spill over from the interior courtyards in the crisis
care area of the building, creating a small border surrounding the
large glass walls to further connect the individual with the healing
aspect of the green spaces.
- The use of translucent materials throughout the spaces creates
a soft glow from light beyond and gives an idea of movement and
presence within those spaces, while still maintaining privacy.
- Larger concrete tiles throughout the studio space, which may be
eventually covered in paint and other artist media, create a texture
on the floor that connects the users with the act of making.

Fig. 70 Roof Garden
The roof garden serves as a flexible natural space that allows the user to participate in gardening therapy. Not only does this
fill a healing need, it also fills a creative need in the creation of the green spaces.
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Fig. 71 Open Studio Space
The studio space provides the opportunity for the survivors to create the necessary space arrangement based on their
creative needs at a particular time. The space can be set up with work tables, chairs, or cleared for whatever working
conditions they may need. Cork on the walls and painted murals not only inspire, but they also serve as pieces that feed
creative needs within the space.

- Soft, felt materials are used as wall coverings for acoustic
properties, which additionally soften the spaces.
- The copper panels used on the exterior of the creative spaces,
emphasizes the metaphor of personal journey and allows the sound
of the rain to be present in the spaces.

Fig. 73 Material Comparison
The exterior materials, copper and brick, were chosen to be contextual and to weather well. The interior materials were
chosen to be soft and exhibit other qualities of changing light and space.

Each of these materials creates a sensory connection for the visitor and
begins to make the memories of special spaces evident within the Crisis
Center.

Time
In embracing the passage of time, the user is able to connect with a
place throughout her personal journey through time. The passage of time
is valuable to the user’s experience, and the graceful exhibition of this
passage of time is vital to the prolonged aesthetic of the building. Many
choices were made regarding the passage of time:
- The reclaimed brick on the exterior of the building not only connects
with the existing context of South Main, but also makes use of
something from the past that continues to change throughout the
time of the building.
- The pre-patinaed copper panels on the exterior are allowed to
weather and change over time. These panels will patina with age
and display striking color variations.
- All of the spaces open to a view of nature and the outdoors. This
allows a change throughout the day and seasons. Planting choices
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The discussion of contingent design and the user’s creative development
in the spaces allows that the building will exhibit change throughout time,
and that it will be equipped for these changes. Although the stability of the
building in the minds of the users will not be associated with its ability to
resist time, the users will connect with the cyclical nature that the building
has and find a connection in this.

Storytelling
Storytelling is a vital part of the healing process of the survivor of sexual
assault. Storytelling is an inherent part of the discussions of contingency,
creative needs, and expression of time—the buildings story is best told
through the users and their progression through these various design
concepts. Through manipulations to spaces and across the building
timeline, the story is being created. And this story is being told through
the narrative of those finding value in the spaces created (Figs. 77, 78,
79).

Fig. 78 Group Therapy
Within the group therapy, survivors are encouraged to share their stories. The shape of the room and choice of furniture
encourage this sharing.

Fig. 74 A Response to Time
Outdoor spaces, such as the meditation garden, respond to and exhibit the beauty inherent in a variety of natural
occurences including weather, changing of the leaves, and blooming of flowers.

Figure 75 Copper Weathering
Although the copper panels are pre-patinaed, they will continue to age and change (as seen on the right).

were made based on the season and the appearance of those
plants in each season. There is value in each, and the courtyards
and green spaces display this (Fig. 74 and Fig. 76).
Additionally, the scale of the building and the materials (Fig. 75) relating to
the context connect with the everyday experiences of the user. There is a
familiarity in the materials and the types of spaces, which help this space
feel like a type of “home.”
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Fig. 76 The Everyday
The spaces respond to the time of day and the character of the life on the street at certain times of the day and year.

Fig. 77 Counseling
The counselors’ offices also focus on creating a comfortable environment for survivors to share their stories. However,
this type of counseling is more personal and intimate and still focused on a beginning level of healing. These spaces are
designed to feel warm and secure, but they present the survivor with open views to the outdoors to begin to encourage
open conversations.

Fig. 79 The Shop
The type of storytelling that happens in the shop is very different from the other various therapies. The shop allows the
women of the center to express who they are and tell their story through crafts made within the studios. This allows the
survivors to be proactive in their educating of the public, while also continuing the healing process.
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Place as Identity
Each of the design aspects discussed previously have the ability to come
together to form “place.” However, for a space to become a place, a
crucial point in the building’s life is when people begin to carry that space
with them, ultimately becoming part of their memories, their spirit, and
their identity. Through this connection to the user, the spaces created
have the potential to allow those survivors to project a piece of themselves
onto the building throughout this journey of healing and finding their voice
(Figs. 80, 81, 82). And in this symbiotic relationship, the building and the
spirit of the place leave an impression on that person for her life. These
places have the potential to be not only an inspiration for healing, for
creativity, and for expression, but also for a positive impact on a survivor’s
spirit.

Figure 80 Entry Lobby
The main entrance to the wellness care side of the center exhibits vibrant colors, connections to nature, and images of
women who have found healing at the center.
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Fig. 81 Building Identity
As survivors find healing at the Center, they carry the places and memories with them as part of their identity. The identity of
the building and of the survivor becomes one.

Figure 82 Streetscape
The streetscape shows the scale of the Rape Crisis Center in relation to other buildings along South Main Street.
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Section 5

Summary, Conclusion, and Recommendations
Final Thoughts on the Process

Summary
A description of this project can be summarized by the diagram in
Figure 84. Outer panels made of translucent fabric create a permeable
boundary to smaller pieces on the interior. The exterior pieces are printed
with images, statistics, and abstract concepts representing the issue
being considered. The smaller paper pieces on the interior share stories,
images, and original artwork representing the actual people affected by
sexual assault
The symbolic significance of this piece provides a framework to be applied
to any project, and represents a responsibility to any user. As seen in
Figure 83, the exterior panels represent a simple understanding of our
reality; the meanings that have been abstracted; the images that have
been determined by society, misunderstandings, and perceptions. While
these present an important piece of the overall cognizance of the user,
they are primarily surface elements that do not represent the full reality of
the user.
The movement of passing through these panels is crucial, as it represents
a move to more fully becoming aware of the user and the complexity of
who that person is, in all of his or her intricacies.

Fig. 83 Physical Diagram
The creative piece is inspired by the process of knowing the user.
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Fig. 84 Diagram of Process
The border of panels is representative of abstracted information, while the interior pieces represent the actual people and
their very real stories.
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Conclusion
In looking at the preliminary goals set out in the Manifesto (reconnect,
reconstruct, redefine) it is evident that these have played a vital role
throughout the entire design process (Fig. 85):

Reconnect: A focus of the design of the building lies in reconnecting

the people of a community brought together by a shared event, sexual
assault. Additionally, reconnecting this marginalized community with
the larger community and raising awareness of this issue, showing the
importance of supporting survivors.

Reconstruct: Before we are able to reconnect, we must reconstruct our

idea of who we are designing for. This is not always a positive experience;
the people who endure the scars and memories of sexual assault are
not all the same, and our idea of them, as seen through the general
media is false and abstracted. Not only should we be searching for a
reconstruction of this image, but of the image we portray as a supportive
society to those survivors. This must be displayed in our built experiences
as well.

Redefine: In order to both reconnect and reconstruct, it is absolutely
vital to redefine our purpose as designers. If we are charged with the
responsibility of placemaking, we must begin to redefine the process of
creating place; place is not created by architects, but on the people that
live in the spaces daily. A definition of this process is not the same for all
projects, and at each point, it must be redefined.
That being said, this process, research, and connection takes time,
often more time than is allotted for many built projects in practice. As
an educational exercise, I was equipped with an appropriate amount of
time and support from my professors and peers to explore these goals.
However, I believe a drastic shift in our cultural understanding of the design
process, building process, and the amount of time both processes take
is vital for this type of necessary exploration to take place. Otherwise, we
will just continue to build the same superficial spaces we see throughout
our communities. Because of this time commitment, I do not believe this
project is absolutely complete; the exploration should continue. Yet, I am
very much constricted by time.

In looking at the theoretical understanding of this process and the value it
has in the built environment, the true test of this idea is not the drawings
and presentation I produce, but the value that the built work would have
for the user, the value it would continue to have throughout time, and the
memories that would be created, cherished, and shared. The ultimate
test would be for these wonderfully designed spaces to become place.
Unfortunately, this is not possible within the parameters of this exercise;
however, I hope that I have created valuable spaces that one could
imagine as place, and that the presentation of those ideas speaks to this
aspiration.
The entire purpose of a new understanding of the way we design was
to combat a fear of not creating valuable spaces that have the potential
to be places. And, although I have faced that fear, I have come to the
realization that the fear will always be with me. But, that fear is a treasured
companion through this, because it is this fear that I measure my progress
against. If I have overcome the fear, I am too comfortable, and I realize
that I am no longer concerned for the potential of placemaking; if the fear
is present, I am reminded to examine my goals, and look to the user for
answers. Because ultimately, the user will be the creator of place.

Recommendations
The primary recommendation of this entire process is focused on the
relationship of the architect and the user, not the relationship of the
architect and design. Architects are designers; we know good design;
we know form, materialiality, solid, void, light, mechanical systems,
structural systems, and code; our relationship with design is great. It is
our relationship with the user and with the moving, changing, contingent
reality of our world that is significant. We must reengage this world and
work within it, instead of against it. It is within this world that we find value
in our everyday and where we can make positive experiences for others.
If I, or anyone else, can take something from this exploration, it is that
the approach to design must be focused on an understanding of, and a
connection to, the everyday experiences of the users in order to inspire
their creation of place from our creation of space.

Also, much of the research into personal accounts of sexual assault were
taken from accounts on websites and in other articles. Although I was
able to interview counselors and others who work with sexual assault
survivors, had I the opportunity, I would have very much liked to have a
group of survivors to consult. I believe that addition to this process would
have made the choices that much more valid.
Fig. 85 The Experience of the Diagram
Each of the images demonstrates the quality and information portrayed in the piece.
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Fig. 86 The Experience of the Narrative
In each of the images above, the experience of the interior panels is an experience of each of the stories of the survivors.
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Appendices

Appendix 1
Research Report

Programming
Qualitative

Quantitative

Because of the principles outlined in the “Theoretical Perspective” section
of the document, each of the spaces responds to the themes presented:
a responsibility to the other, contingency, needs, phenomenology,
time, storytelling, and place as identity. Another vital concept involved
in this process is healing. Each of the qualitative elements responds
appropriately:

Reception Area
150 square feet
reception desk with space for computer, lockable file cabinets for storage

Connection to Nature: Each point along the path of the user provides
a different connection to nature, sometimes subtle, sometimes directly
influencing the journey. Nature presents a vital moment in the healing
process and provides the comfort and relaxation to do so.

Intake Assessment Room (2)
200 square feet/room
table and chairs for assessment, children’s area for waiting, restroom with
shower, cabinets for storage

Natural Light: With a connection to natural spaces also comes a connection
to natural light. Openings throughout the building bring a variety of light
to provide an understanding of time and change throughout time, as
well as a phenomenological response to materials in light and dark. The
majority of light is constant Northern light, while some openings allow the
changing eastern, southern, and western.

Exam Room (2)
200 square feet/room
exam table, stool, cabinets for medical storage, refrigerator

Soft materials: In spaces where the user needs to be comforted most,
warm hues, felt and upholstry, as well as wood tones envelop the spaces.
Although the art studio spaces respond to a more industrial atmosphere,
timber structural and accent elements warm the space.
Materials That are Able to be Manipulated: This is important in allowing
the users to begin to create place. Concrete floors in the art studio show
the wear and materials of creating; cork panels in spaces allow the users
to leave notes and other pieces to inspire; other materials offer levels
of translucency to change and be manipulated by the time of day; and
some materials naturally patina to celebrate weathering and decay.
Fusion of Spaces: Many of the spaces are interconnected and woven
into a journey throughout the building. The juxtaposition and relationship
of these spaces is vital in creating and connecting memories throughout
the building.

Crisis Care Waiting Area
400 square feet
comfortable seating for waiting, mix of public and private spaces

Exam Room Nurse’s Station (2) (adjacent to exam room)
100 square feet
desk, storage, chair, computer, storage
Nurse’s Office (2)
150 square feet/room
desk, chairs for small meetings, storage
Counseling Offices (5)
200 square feet
desk, credenza, storage, chairs for meetings
Relaxation Rooms (2)
150 square feet
comfortable seating to practice mindfullness
Group Counseling Room
350 square feet
comfortable seating elements to be easily rearranged
Visual Art Studio
1600 square feet
large tables, easels, stools, storage components
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Movement Therapy Studio
600 square feet
open space for movement and dancing, storage for mats, etc.

Men’s Toilet Room
150 square feet/room
3 stalls, 1 ADA compliant stall

Informal Gathering Spaces
400 square feet
open, furniture that is easily moved and rearranged, furniture for gathering

Electrical/Data Closet
100 square feet
space for electrical and data equipment

Administrative Waiting Area
400 square feet
small meeting pods with table and chairs, lounge seating for waiting,
informal seating at tables for quick meetings

Mechanical Room
200 square feet
space for mechanical equipment, exterior access

Advocates’ Workspace
450 square feet
collaborative desk organization, storage for documents, collaborative
pin-up space
Administrative Workspace
450 square feet
collaborative desk organization, storage for documents, collaborative
pin-up space
Director’s Office
150 square feet
desk, chairs for quick meetings, storage for documents
Conference Room
200 square feet
large table with chairs, technology access
Copier Room
100 square feet
coppier, storage for paper and miscellaneous supplies
Break Room
200 square feet
kitchenette, small table with chairs for dining
Private Restroom for Administrators
100 square feet
ADA compliant
Shop
1000 square feet
shelving for display, cashwrap, space for storage, ADA restroom
Women’s Toilet Room (2)
150 square feet/room
3 stalls, 1 ADA compliant stall
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Janitor’s Closet
50 square feet
space for cleaning equipment

Memphis. The original structure was built of wood; in 1925 the owner
tore down the wooden structure and built the Greek Revival Style building
seen today. In 1950, the restaurant was updated to reflect the 1950s
diner era. This “50s diner” feel is what is still seen today.
4) United Warehouse
Although a seemingly ordinary warehouse, the United Warehouse
has been a part of the South Main district since the beginning of the
commercial and industrial boom of the area.
5) National Civil Rights Museum
The Lorraine Motel, the current home of the National Civil Rights Museum,
was opened in 1920 as a motel for white railroad passengers. It was

purchased in 1945 by Walter Bailey, a local African American, and became
an African American establishment during the time of segregation. In 1968
Martin Luther King Jr. was shot on the balcony of the motel while giving a
speech during the sanitation workers strike in Memphis. This was a turning
point for the neighborhood, city, and nation, and was the primary cause for
the decline of the district and the surrounding Downtown neighborhoods.
6) Future Site of Rape Crisis Center (former Dry Cleaner)
Previously a Dry Cleaner was located on the site.Brownfield remediation
and venting of the harmful chemicals is taking place on site.

Smaller Storage Closet for Art Equipment
100 square feet
storage for small equipment
5

Courtyards
1000 square feet
spaced throughout building to provide connection to nature
Roof Garden
800 square feet
provides space for gardening therapy, zen gardens, vegetable gardens,
etc.

Site Analysis

2
3

Much of the importance of the site is in its history: character of buildings,
economies that have risen and fallen, and tragic historic events. Each of
the historic sites are noted in Figure .

4

1) Central Station
Built around 1912, the Central Station was the first of two major train
stations built in Downtown Memphis in the early 1900s. It was the last
building designed by Daniel Burnham. The construction and success of
these stations changed the scale of South Main from a primarily residental
neighborhood to a booming commercial district.

6

1

2) Earnestine and Hazel’s
Earnestine and Hazel’s began as a sundries store in the 1930s owned
by two sisters, Earnestine and Hazel. In the 1950s the sisters turned the
downstairs into a restaurant and the upstairs became a brothel. Today
the restuarant is still in operation and is a well-visited landmark in the area.
3) The Arcade Restaurant
Founded in 1919, the Arcade Restaurant is the oldest restaurant in

Fig. 87 History of the Site
Each of the red spaces highlights an important historical site.
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Service Access
To the back of the site is an
alley paved with brick. This
serves as the primary service
access for the adjacent sites.
Although it is a service alley, it
is very visible and feels safer
than most alleys.

opportunity for public art

On-Site Landscape
Large trees occupy the North
and East border of the site. Not
only does this provide natural
shading on the Eastern side it
also is a natural barrier against
the parking lot. Although they
need to be trimmed, the trees
appear to be large and healthy.
Traffic Patterns

Brownfield Remediation
Because the site was formerly
a dry cleaner, it has been
declared a brownfield site
because of the possibility
of
hazardous
chemicals
remaining on site. Vent pipes
are located around the site to
vent the hazardous chemicals
that remain underground.

Fig. 91 Public Transportation
Each yellow circle highlights either a bus stop or trolley stop on the surrounding streets.

more traffic less traffic
on-street parking
Fig. 89 Traffic Patterns
This diagram explains the traffic patterns on the streets surrounding the site.

Fig. 88 Descriptive Site Images
Each image portrays a vital aspect of the site and context.
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opportunity for expansion

Fig. 93 Brick Materiality
The building above is a representative material example of the brick of the South Main District.

Fig. 90 Site Sections
This diagram illustrates both transverse and longitudinal sections of the site.

Fig. 92 Site Contours
The green lines signify two foot contours.

Fig. 94 Mural Context
Murals are painted on the train station across the street from the site.
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Codes

Safety

Occupancy Classification: Business - Group B
Accessory Occupancies: Assembly, Mercantile

Safety is a vital aspect of the wellbeing of those visiting the Center.
Because of this, video cameras will be utilized to monitor important
spaces. Additionally, most doors are controlled access, or exit only.

Building is sprinkled
Building Construction Classification: IIB
Allowable Height: 3 stories
Total allowable area: 23,000 sf
Maximum Travel Distance to an exit: 300 ft
Maximum common path of travel: 100 ft
Maximum dead end distance: 50 ft
2 exits per floor, minimum 36” wide
Minimum width of an aisle or corridor: 36”

Structure

www.autodesk.com/revit

Consultant
Address
Address
Address
Phone

The structure consists of steel beams and columns. Where the steel
columns interact with the people in the building, they become pipe
columns instead of w-shapes. All beams are w-shapes. A custom beam
is created for the structure surrounding the meditation garden.

Consultant
Address
Address
Address
Phone

Consultant
Address
Address
Address
Phone

Consultant
Address
Address
Address
Phone

door access
control

Consultant
Address
Address
Address
Phone

No.

Description

Date

exit only:

Owner
public entrance:
controlled access:

Fig. 96 Structural Axonometric
The structural axonometric shows the primary steel beams and columns.

Name
open onlyProject
for public
events:
Unnamed
security camera:
Number
Fig. 97 Security Plan ProjectIssue
Date
The diagram above illustratesAuthor
the security measures on site.
Project Number
Date

Fig. 95 Site Studies
A variety of information is represented in the diagram above including: pedestrian traffic, sound patterns, street trees, site
vegetation, and views.
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See “Design Solution” section for more information on exterior materials
and interior finishes.

Checked By

Scale

A128

Checker

3/24/2015 11:05:57 PM

Exterior Materials/Interior Finishes

Drawn By
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Appendix 2

Sustainability/Environmental Systems

Plans and Elevations

2

the southern pitch of
the roof allows the
opportunity for solar
panels

2

9

rainwater runs off of the
roof and down through
pipes into filtration
systems at each floor

a raised floor sytem
allows maximum flexibility
and efficiency to all
spaces

13
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4

13
7

7
10

10

10

10

filter

5

5

6

8

7

7

8

7

12

filter

1

Fig. 99 Floor 1
The image above shows the Floor 1 plan.

filter

storage

bioswale
water cistern

Fig. 98 Environmental Sustainability Diagram
This section shows the primary method for retaining and filtering water on site. Additionally, a bioswale is included on the
northern edge of the site. The roof’s pitch allows solar panels to be easily mounted and most effective facing south.

6
10
7

a radiant floor heating
system allows heating
for the smaller relaxation
pods
rainwater flows through
a series of pipes into an
underground cistern in
the basement

4

11

hanging plant columns
provide natural air
filtration
each floor contains
natural sediment filtration
elements to filter the
water as it flows through
the system

1

3

mechanical equipment

5

10

1. drop-off/crisis care parking
2. entry lobby
3. waiting room
4. nurse’s office
5. assessment room
6. exam room
7. restroom
8. nurse’s station
9. community stair
10. counseling room
11. shop
12. shop storage
13. relaxation room
14. meditation courtyard

Fig. 100 Basement Plan
The basement houses the mechanical equipment, a water cistern, and a large area for storage.
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15. group therapy
16. movement therapy studio
17. art studio
18. kiln
19. waiting area
20. meeting room
21. advocate’s workspace
22. administrative workspace
23. director’s office
24. copy room
25. conference room
26. breakroom
27. de-briefing space
28. storage
1

Fig. 101 Floor 2
The image above shows the Floor 2 plan.

1

5

5

10

gardens of soft grasses sweep along
the path to the entrance of the center
to soften this walk. these gardens
lead to a bioswale along the north of
the site.

10

wood wraps the crisis care
entrance to soften the entry
experience. this material leads
up to the roof garden and is
symbolic of the growth within
the center.

the form of the creative therapy spaces begins
at the entrance. this space is symbolic of the
first step in the healing process. this form moves
across the building, then out and over main
street, symbolizing a regaining and expression of
voice.

the group therapy room
is similarly symbolic
and expressive on the
exterior as it overhangs
the walk to the wellness
care entrance

Fig. 103 North Elevation
The image above shows the north elevation.

29

29. roof garden
30. open recreation space
31. green roof

while the expressive form is visible, it is
not overwhelming upon entering
an art piece made from site remediation
pipes greets visitors as they enter from
the east. the lenses attached to the
pipes cast various colors on the ground
and the building as the sun moves
throughout the day.

31

open to below

open to below

open to below

open to below

open to below

an overhang shields visitors from the
elements and leads visitors to the
entrance. a police officer bringing a
survivor to the center would park here.

open to below
30

open to below

31

31

1

Fig. 102 Floor 3
The image above shows the Floor 3 plan
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5

10

1

5

10

Fig. 104 East Elevation
The image above shows the east elevation.

a butterfly garden is an additional
experience for visitors. the butterfly is
also symbolic as something that goes
through a change and becomes more
beautiful.
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Appendix 3

Presentation Boards

1

5

10

patinaed copper panels move along
the form of the wellness care spaces.
these panels present a complementary
contrast to the red brick and additionally
continue to age and weather.
Fig. 105 South Elevation
The image above shows the south elevation.

a green screen shields the
counseling rooms from
the views of the alley and
presents a natural view for
those receiving counseling

the form of the kiln space
protrudes from the building
continuing the symbolism of the
expressive forms

sliver windows dance across the facade of both the
wellness care and crisis care. the rhythm becomes
more regular on the side of the crisis care for a
more familiar pattern. on the wellness care form,
the windows begin to move and shift more on the
facade.

Fig. 107 Thematic Analysis

29. roof garden
30. open recreation space
31. green roof
29

the column support for the kiln room also serves as
an exhaust pipe. additionally, the pipe is adorned in
an expressive mosaic.
the copper panels break at a point for a large mural.
if entering from the south, a visitor will see this
mural as an expression of the creativity and healing
happening within the building.

31

open to below

open to below

open to below

open to below
open to below

open to below

open to below

30

31

31

patinaed copper panels move
along the form of the wellness care
spaces. these panels present a
complementary contrast to the red
brick and additionally continue to
age and weather

floor plan 3

a green screen shields the counseling
rooms from the views of the alley
and present a natural view for those
receiving counseling

the form of the kiln space protrudes
from the building continuing the
symbolism of the expressive forms

sliver windows dance across the facade of both the
wellness care and crisis care. the rhythm becomes
more regular on the side of the crisis care for a
more familiar pattern. on the wellness care form, the
windows begin to move and shift more on the facade

gardens of soft grasses sweep along
the path to the entrance of the center
to soften this walk. these gardens
lead to a bioswale along the north of
the site

wood wraps along the crisis care
entrance to soften the building upon
entrance. this material leads up to
the roof garden and is symbolic of
the growth within the center

the form of the creative therapy spaces begins at the
entrance. the entrance is symbolic of the first step
of healing. this form then moves across the building
and moves out and over main street, symbolizing a
regaining of voice and an expression of this voice

the group therapy room is similarly symbolic and
expressive on the exterior as it overhangs the walk
to the wellness care entrance

south elevation
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north elevation
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15. group therapy
16. movement therapy studio
17. art studio
18. kiln
19. waiting area
20. meeting room
21. advocate’s workspace
22. administrative workspace
23. director’s office
24. copy room
25. conference room
26. breakroom
27. de-briefing space
28. storage
28
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Date
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open to below

structural framing axon

Project Name

nts

Unnamed
Project Number
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Date
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20

the primary brick form relates to the materiality,
scale, and form of the buildings along south main
street
a living wall wraps the group therapy room. this
space is important to the healing of the survivor,
as well as creating a community within. while it is
expressive on the exterior, it also symbolically shields
the survivors within.
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storage

open to below
open to below

open to below

door access
control

28

27

17

7

16

while the expressive form is visible, it is not domineering upon entering

22
an art piece made from site remediation pipes greets visitors as they
enter from the east. this piece casts various colors on the ground and
the building as the sun moves throughout the day

7

26

25

24

water cistern

23

an overhang shields visitors from the elements. if they are being brought
by police, this is where the officer would park. this overhang follows
visitors to the entrance

mechanical equipment
exit only:

a butterfly garden is an additional attraction to visitors. the butterfly is
also symbolic as something that goes through a change and becomes
more beautiful

public entrance:

18

controlled access:
open only for public events:
security camera:

basement plan

floor plan 2
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nts
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security plan
nts
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east elevation
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1. drop-off/crisis care parking
2. entry lobby
3. waiting room
4. nurse’s office
5. assessment room
6. exam room
7. restroom
8. nurse’s station
9. community stair
10. counseling room
11. shop
12. shop storage
13. relaxation room
14. meditation courtyard
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Fig. 106 West Elevation
The image above shows the west elevation.
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a wall surrounds the primary entrances to the crisis
care and wellness care spaces. this wall provides
protection and privacy to those coming to the center.

the column support for the kiln room also serves as an exhaust pipe.
additionally, the pipe is adorned in an expressive mosaic

7
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10

10

10

6

5

5

6

8

7

7

8

the copper panels break at a point for a large mural. if entering from the
north, a visitor will see this mural as an expression of the creativity and
healing happening within the building

10
7

7

the primary brick form relates to the materiality, scale, and form of the
buildings along south main street

12

a living wall wraps the group therapy room. this space is important to
the healing of the survivor, as well as creating a community within. while
it is expressive on the exterior, it also symbolically shields the survivors
within.
a wall surrounds the primary entrances to the crisis care and wellness
care spaces. this wall provides protection and privacy to those coming
to the center
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Fig. 108 Plans and Elevations

west elevation
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Figures 111-112 were taken during the presentation. As seen in the
images, the process was fluid and experiential, moving through each
element of the presentation as a participative event of the project. Visitors
to the gallery were asked to move through the presentationa as the
presentation proceeded from a description of the design philosophy and
manifesto, to the description of process, an understanding of the creative
piece, a movie describing the experience of the user, then finally to a
thematic analysis of the building.

I have many fears.

The objects we perceive have no message for
us, they are simply there. Our perceptive faculties
grow quiet, unprejudiced and unacquisitive. They
reach beyond signs and symbols, they are open,
empty. It is as if we could see something on
which we cannot focus our consciousness.
Here, in this perceptual vacuum, a memory may
surface, a memory which seems to issue from
the depths of time. Now, our observation of the
object embraces a presentiment of the world in
all its wholeness, because there is nothing that
can be understood. There is a power in the
ordinary things of every life.1
The places we create are images of us. But we must make them and inject
meaning in them. Without us, our places mean nothing.
People and architecture have a distinct relationship. Architecture gives
us protection and solitude; yet it presents us with a powerful opportunity
to create connection; connection to community, culture, history, the
environment, our past, present, and future. Architecture allows us to
connect who we are with who we can be as a society, it connects us with a
symbol of who we are on a macro and micro scale; it is part of our identity,
a connection to our physical self and our spiritual self.
But this connection is only made when we are invested and inspired.
If there is no value and no motivation, we are unable to create a
place. Architecture is the catalyst for this inspiration. Architecture sets
the stage for the activities of our lives; it creates the setting for our
everyday lives, and in this lies the beauty of our existence, and our
connection with Architecture.

Design Philosophy

The fear of snakes.
The fear of darkness.
The fear of the open sea.
The fear of heights, or more specifically,
The fear of falling.
The fear of flying,
The fear of failing.
But of all my fears one stands out in
sharp relief.
The fear of creating nothingness.

Our lives are dependent on a collection of symbiotic relationships. This is
the type of mutualistic relationship that exists between architecture and
people. As much as architecture can influence a person, a person can
equally influence the architecture. An understanding of the connection
of the system of relationships that exists between the architect, the
architecture, and the people is a vital achievement in restoring our place.

I have many fears.

1. Zumthor,Thinking Architecture,17.

But of all my fears one stands out in sharp relief.

People and architecture have a distinct relationship.
Architecture gives us protection and solitude; yet it
presents us with a powerful opportunity to create
connection; connection to community, culture,
history, the environment, our past, present, and
future. Architecture allows us to connect who we
are with who we can be as a society, it connects us
with a symbol of who we are on a macro and micro
scale; it is part of our identity, a connection to our
physical self and our spiritual self.

The fear of snakes.
The fear of darkness.
The fear of the open sea.
The fear of heights, or more specifically,
The fear of falling.
The fear of flying,
The fear of failing.

The fear of creating nothingness.
Not of never creating anything, but of never creating anything of value; of
creating something that moves into the realm of insignificance to individuals,
groups, society, culture. Something so far removed and disconnected from the
people that it would waste their energy to even carry it with them in a memory.
A sort of Architectural Nihilophobia.
These fears listed above are typically classified as “irrational” and have a series
of cognitive and behavioral exercises. But Architectural Nihilophobia does not
exist within the realm of psychology, and therefore has no ten-step cure or
therapy to ease the symptoms.
I am searching for relief.
Because as an architect, creating places of significance is, in the simplest
terms, my public service, my obligation to the profession, my talents and
abilities put to their best use, and in the most complex terms, my passion.
And the relief relies on three objectives:
1. Reconnect
It is a problem of creation, and equally one of perception.
We interact with our built environment constantly. In fact, so incessantly that
we blindly move through it, unaware of the impact it is having on our psyche,
on our physical and mental well-being. Many things fight for our attention,
and our environment blends into the background. We are consciously
disconnected from our places, yet sub-consciously perpetually connected.
We know the relief of walking through the door of our home
after a long, hard day.
We know the familiarity of walking into our favorite coffee shop.
We know the excitement of the bleachers shaking in the stadium when our
team scores the winning point.
We know the spirit of sitting in silence with a single band of light in
an otherwise dark room.
We create these places, and try to inject them with a sincere attempt
at a design of place. But the greatest realization of the architect
is that the connection of people, and a connection of people and
architecture, create a place.
Without this connection, you have created nothingness.
This is a connection to the people, to the community, to the larger idea for the
society, to the collective identity of a people. This goes deeper than history
or style, deeper than materials or budget, deeper than the surrounding
context or political environment.
It is about the everyday lives of the people that live there, the beauty in

the ordinary, and the desire to make it extraordinary.
2. Reconstruct

Manifesto

It is a problem of our collective idea of a life well-lived.
Picture the “American Dream:”
the family with a mother, a father, 2.5 children, a dog, a cat, a two-story house
in the suburbs. The perfect middle-class family. The dream of the white-picket
fence. A remnant of the 1950s American heyday.
Now, picture the feasibility of everyone fitting into this dream. The feasibility for
our communities, for our cities, for our infrastructure, for our buildings, for our
resources, for our places, and for our individuals.
It is flawed, yet it remains as the benchmark of a well-lived and prosperous
life; the benchmark of success.
I am arguing for a reconstruction of this dream. To reconstruct is to rebuild
or create anew something that has failed or fallen. In reconstructing our idea
of achievement, we allow the contingency inherent in the 7 billion people on
earth, and include them in our idea of success, allowing our architecture to
adapt to those people and their ability to change, grow, and break the mold of
what we have defined as a place. A collective reconstruction.
It is about realizing our time, understanding our people, and allowing
for contingencies.
3. Redefine
It is a problem of defining our purpose and of the purpose of architecture.
Architecture seems to have many purposes:
Design buildings, spaces, objects; create inhabitable works of art;
design for form follows function, or function follows form, or spaces
with an organic nature.
Yet many of those disregard the idea of creating places for people. Places
that are complete in design and complete in the way they inspire others
to create their place within.
To be human is to live in a world that is filled with significant places:
to be human is to have and to know your place. The philosopher Martin
Heidegger declared that ‘“place” places man in such a way that reveals
the external bonds of his existence and at the same time the depths
of his freedom and reality.’
It is a profound and complex aspect of man’s experience of the world.1
This is invaluable in defining architecture as a vital aspect of identity,
and allowing architecture to be a part of an individual, and a societal,
communal, collective existence.
The architect is the facilitator of this journey of creating an identity or a sense of
place. In this we are public servants.
And we are also experts in making good design of these places and
this identity. It is not about forcing ideas or simply appeasing the client,
but about creating design for all aspects of our lives, the good, the
bad, and the in-between.
So within Architectural Nihiliphobia, lies the fear of an ultimate failure of
creating better, inspiring places for our people. Architects are faced with a
lifelong struggle of trying to “get it right.” But in this struggle we can begin to
1. Relph, “Excerpts from Place and Placelessness,” 373.

Fig. 109 Design Philosophy and Manifesto

Redefining the Process:
Overcoming Architectural Nihiliphobia
and Inspiring the Creation of Place
The process of becoming an architect: the
architecture student enters design school
as an everyday participant within society,
moving through and experiencing space,
life, time as a very realistic part of who
that student is as a conscious individual.
Yet, as she makes her way through design
school and out into the design world, that
average participant in society has learned
to remove herself so far from those
conditions of who she is, and examine
them as singular, separate aspects of life
for the sake of the design process, that
those very real aspects of life are lost in
the collective design and experience of
the built environment.1 Because of this
many architects have lost the ability to
create and understand place.

1. Till, Architecture Depends.

Fig. 110 Entry Image

Fig. 112 Presentation Images 2
The images above show the continued sequence of events through the final presentation.

Fig. 113 Model Photos
Each image above is a different view of the massing model for the final presentation.

Fig. 111 Presentation Images 1
The images above show a sequence through the final presentation.
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Appendix 4
Process

Fig. 116 Plan Explorations

Fig. 114 Thematic Exploration

Fig. 115 Sectional Considerations
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Fig. 117 Art Sculpture Exploration
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Fig. 118 Main Street Elevation Exploration

Fig. 123 Main Street Elevation Exploration 2

Fig. 121 Plan Exploration 2

Fig. 119 Section Exploration 2

Fig. 120 Section Exploration 3
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Fig. 122 Section Exploration 4

Fig. 124 Main Street Elevation Exploration 3

Fig. 125 Stair and Interior Courtyard Exploration
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Fig. 126 Interior Courtyard Exploration

Fig. 128 Group Therapy Room Exploration

Fig. 130 Experience Exploration

Fig. 127 Entry Exploration
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Fig. 129 Group Therapy Room Exploration 2
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